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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation.

1.1.1. Smooth ergodic systems.The flows and maps that arise from equa-
tions of motion in classical mechanics preserve volume on the phase space,
and their study led to the development of ergodic theory.

In statistical physics, the Boltzmann–Maxwell ergodic hypothesis, de-
signed to help describe equilibrium and nonequilibrium systems of many
particles, prompted a search for ergodic mechanical systems. In geome-
try, the quest for ergodicity led to the study of geodesic flows on nega-
tively curved manifolds, where Eberhard Hopf provided the first and still
only argument to establish ergodicity in the case of nonconstantly nega-
tively curved surfaces [57]. Anosov and Sinai, in their aptly entitled work
“Some smooth Ergodic Systems” [10] proved ergodicity of geodesic flows
on negatively curved manifolds of any dimension.

With the development of the modern theory of dynamical systems and
the availability of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem the impetus to find ergodic
dynamical systems and to establish their prevalence grew stronger. Birkhoff
conjectured that volume-preserving homeomorphisms of a compact mani-
fold are generically ergodic.

1.1.2. Hyperbolicity. The latter 1960s saw a confluence of the investigation
of ergodic properties with the Smale program of studying structural stabil-
ity, or, more broadly, the understanding of the orbit structure of generic
diffeomorphisms. The aim of classifying (possibly generic) dynamical sys-
tems has not been realized, and there are differing views of whether it
will be. Current efforts in this direction are related to thePalis conjecture
(see [4]). A promising step towards understanding generic smooth systems
would clearly be an understanding of structurally stable ones, and one of the
high points in the theory of smooth dynamical systems is thatthis has been
achieved: Structural stability has been found to characterize hyperbolic dy-
namical systems [2].

Structural stability implies that all topological properties of the orbit struc-
ture are robust. Of these, topological transitivity has a particularly natural
measurable analog, namely, ergodicity. On one hand, then, robust topolog-
ical transitivity of hyperbolic dynamical systems motivated the search for
broader classes of dynamical systems that are robustly transitive [30]. On
the other hand, this, and the fact that volume-preserving hyperbolic dynam-
ical systems are ergodic (with respect to volume) may have led Pugh and
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Shub to pose a question at the end of [56] that amounts to asking whether er-
godic toral automorphisms arestably ergodic, i.e., whether all their volume-
preservingC1-perturbations are ergodic. They later conjectured that stable
ergodicity is open and dense among volume-preserving partially hyperbolic
C2-diffeomorphisms of a compact manifold.

1.1.3. Partial hyperbolicity. In this chapter we aim to give an account of
significant results about partially hyperbolic systems. The pervasive guid-
ing principle in this theory is that hyperbolicity in the system provides the
mechanism that produces complicated dynamics in both the topological and
statistical sense, and that, with respect to ergodic properties, it does so in
essence by overcoming the effects of whatever nonhyperbolic dynamics
may be present in the system.

We should point out from the start that the desired dynamicalqualities
(such as transitivity and ergodicity) are of an indecomposability type and
evidently fail, for example, for the cartesian product of anAnosov diffeo-
morphism with the identity. Accordingly, suitable extra hypotheses of some
sort will always be present to exclude this obvious reducibility and other
less obvious ones (Section 7).

The ideas and methods in the study of partially hyperbolic dynamical sys-
tems extend those in the theory of uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems,
parts of which are briefly presented in [2], and go well beyond that theory
in several aspects. Outside of these Handbook volumes, accounts of uni-
formly hyperbolic dynamical systems from many points of view abound;
[62] provides a textbook exposition that provides sufficient background. A
condensed version of the material from [62] on hyperbolicity is contained
in [31], which adds a useful account of absolute continuity and ergodicity
in that context. Partial hyperbolicity is also surveyed in [36, 79], with dif-
ferent emphasis. The one source that provides the most proofs of results
only stated here is [72], which we recommend for further study of the sub-
ject. The study of partial hyperbolicity developed with twoobjects in mind:
stable ergodicity and robust transitivity. We pay more attention to the first
of these, and the recent book by Bonatti, Diaz and Viana [17] covers the
second one in more detail.

1.1.4. Extensions of classical complete hyperbolicity.While classical hy-
perbolicity appeared in the 1960s, partial hyperbolicity was introduced in
the early 1970s by Brin and Pesin [30] motivated by the study of frame
flows, and it also arose naturally from the work of Hirsch, Pugh and Shub
on normal hyperbolicity [56].

Partial hyperbolicity is but one possible extension of the notion of classi-
cal (complete) hyperbolicity, or, in fact, a pair of extensions. Classical hy-
perbolicity can be described as requiring that the possibleuniform rates of
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exponential relative behavior of orbits come in two collections on either side
of 1 or by requiring that the Mather spectrum of the system (Subsection 2.3)
consists of parts inside and outside of the unit circle. Partial hyperbolicity
(in the broad sense,Definition 2.1) merely requires that the Mather spec-
trum consists of two parts that are separated by some circle centered at the
origin (not necessarily the unit circle), and partial hyperbolicity (in the now
prevalent narrower sense,Definition 2.7) requires that the Mather spectrum
has 3 annular parts of which the inner one lies inside the unitcircle and the
outer one lies outside of the unit circle (Theorem 2.15).

There has been some shift in terminology over time, and what exactly
is meant by “partial hyperbolicity” without a further attribute often has to
be inferred from the context. Furthermore, there are still minor variations
in naming the various “flavors” of this notion. Partial hyperbolicity in the
broad sense is the concept for which one can extend the theoryof invariant
distributions and foliations from the context of classicalcomplete hyper-
bolicity in the most direct way (the corresponding results are presented in
Sections2 and3). These are also the results that describe the stability of
trajectories and usually precede the study of topological and ergodic prop-
erties of the system. Accordingly, in those early days, “partially hyperbolic”
by itself referred to the broader notion inDefinition 2.1. (This notion is also
known in the study of ordinary differential equations as thepresence of a
dichotomy. We will not use this synonym.) The results on central and in-
termediate distributions and foliations as well as accessibility are of interest
principally when one considers partially hyperbolic systems in the narrower
sense ofDefinition 2.7, where a central direction is present (as well as two
more directions that have stronger contraction and expansion, respectively).
This therefore used to be called “partial hyperbolicity in the narrow sense”,
but recent work has so much focused on this situation that “inthe narrow
sense” is usually dropped. In this respect we conform to the current major-
ity choice, but retain the option of emphasizing greater generality by using
the notion of partial hyperbolicity in the broad sense ofDefinition 2.1.

One can weaken the notion of partial hyperbolicity in the broad sense
to a semiuniform one, namely to that of having adominated splitting[4],
the rates are separated by a uniform factor but the location of the gap is
allowed to vary with the point (see page45). Put differently, partial hyper-
bolicity directly constrains the Mather spectrum (seeSubsection 2.3) and
the presence of a dominated splitting does not. Since partial hyperbolicity
implies the presence of a dominated splitting, results proved for dynamical
systems with a dominated splitting apply to those as inDefinition 2.1. Dom-
inated splittings appear in work directed at the (strong) Palis conjecture (that
theC1-generic diffeomorphism is eitherΩ-stable or the limit of diffeomor-
phisms with homoclinic tangencies or heterodimensional cycles) [4], but the
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objectives of this chapter versus those in that by Pujals andSambarino [4]
are fairly different. As one intriguing connection one might point out that it
seems reasonable to suppose that the presence of a dominatedsplitting may
be necessary for stable ergodicity [4, 79]; indeed, this is true for an open
dense set of such systems ([14], see also [79, Theorem 19.1]). On the other
hand, stably ergodic systems need not be partially hyperbolic [87]. Close
on the heels of the introduction of partial hyperbolicity came another funda-
mental extension of the theory of uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems
in a different direction. Relaxing the assumption on uniform rates by hy-
potheses on the Lyapunov exponents leads to the study of the much broader
class of nonuniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems, whichhas flourished
since the 1970s and is presented in [1, 13]. While this is an extension in a
different direction, there are significant points of intersection with the the-
ory of partial hyperbolicity, some of which we mention in duecourse (see
Definition 6.3), and whose importance is likely to grow.

Indeed, it is natural to proceed further to the study of systems in which
both uniformity and completeness of hyperbolicity are dropped, and this
theory of nonuniformly partially hyperbolic dynamical systems is described
in [1].

1.2. Outline. This chapter consists of three major portions, each of which
is summarized below. The first of these introduces the basic definitions and
those parts of the theory that are most directly analogous tocorresponding
ones in the theory of uniformly hyperbolic systems. The second part ex-
amines the central and intermediate distributions and foliations, which has
a quite different character. The third part explores accessibility, ergodicity
and stable ergodicity.

1.2.1. Basic notions and results (Sections2 and3). We first (inSection 2)
present various definitions of partial hyperbolicity as well as basic exam-
ples. Conceptually the most “compact” way of thinking aboutuniform
partial versus complete hyperbolicity is in terms of the Mather spectrum
(Subsection 2.3), where partial hyperbolicity amounts to having other pos-
sibilities for the radii and number of rings.

We then proceed to a discussion of the invariant structures associated
with the various spectral rings. These come in two fundamentally distinct
classes.Section 3is an unsurprising generalization of the stable manifold
theory for uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems to partially hyperbolic
ones. It produces, in the presence of different rates of contraction or expan-
sion, a hierarchy of fast stable or fast unstable manifolds that corresponds to
collections of “inner” or “outer” rings of the Mather spectrum, respectively.
We briefly discuss their regularity, including absolute continuity, which is
important for the ergodic theory of partially hyperbolic systems. Neither
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the phenomena nor the methods here are particularly unexpected given any
familiarity with the classical stable manifold theory.

1.2.2. Central and intermediate foliations (Sections4–6). The study of the
central distribution turns out to be quite a different matter. The Hirsch–
Pugh–Shub theory of normal hyperbolicity helps control both the (moder-
ate) regularity of its leaves and provide some robustness under perturbation—
once the central foliation is known to exist. Existence is a rather delicate
matter and is known only under several rather stringent assumptions, while
nonexistence is an open property. We present some weak formsof integra-
bility that are more easily obtained. Here the integral manifolds for different
points may intersect without coinciding, i.e., one does notobtain a foliation
in the proper sense.

Considering this as the study of the invariant structures associated with
the central ring of the Mather spectrum, it is natural to do the same with
other rings in the Mather spectrum as well, and the associated intermediate
distributions and foliations turn out to be even more delicate.

Sections4 and5 study primarily topological aspects of these distributions
and foliations, and inSection 6we turn to measurable aspects. We discuss,
using examples and general constructions, the possible failure of the central
foliation to be absolutely continuous. On one hand we present results to the
effect that even when the central distribution is integrable to a foliation with
smooth leaves, absolute continuity may indeed fail in the worst possible
way: There is a set of full measure that intersects almost every leaf in a
bounded number of points only. On the other hand, there is evidence to
support the widely held surmise that singularity of the central foliation is not
only possible, but indeed typical. It would not be an overstatement to say
that for a partially hyperbolic system to be stably ergodic its central foliation
has to fail to be absolutely continuous in most cases. SeeSubsection 6.2for
details.

1.2.3. Accessibility and ergodicity.As we will explain more carefully, the
previously mentioned Hopf argument to establish ergodicity relies on the
local product structure; in a uniformly hyperbolic dynamical system any
two nearby points have a heteroclinic point, i.e., the localstable leaf of one
point intersects the local unstable of the other. In particular, one can take a
short curve in the local stable leaf of the first point to the intersection point
and concatenate it with a short arc in the unstable manifold of the second
point to join the points by what one then calls aus-path (Definition 7.1). In
a partially hyperbolic system this certainly fails when thetwo foliations are
jointly integrable, such as in the case of (Anosov× identity). A priori there
could be a whole spectrum of intermediate possibilities:
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• the foliations are jointly integrable in some places but notin others,
• the foliations are both subordinate to a common foliation with leaves

of dimension larger than the sum of stable and unstable dimensions,
• nearby points might only be connectable byus-paths with long arcs,
• it might take multiple concatenations ofus-paths.

Whether any of these possibilities are indeed realizable remains to be seen.
But it is conjectured that generically only one possibilityoccurs: Any two
points are accessible, i.e., can be connected by aus-path with finitely many
legs.

Accordingly, the next 2 sections of this chapter are devotedto the notion
of accessibility, which has become a central idea in the study of partially
hyperbolic systems.Section 7presents this concept, and this enables us to
present next the Pugh–Shub ergodicity theory of partially hyperbolic dy-
namical systems inSection 8.

Finally, we discuss Sinai–Ruelle–Bowen measures (or “physical mea-
sures”) in the last section.

It is a pleasure to thank Michael Brin, Keith Burns, Dmitry Dolgopyat,
Marcelo Viana and Amie Wilkinson for significant help with the writing of
this chapter.

2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES

2.1. Definition of partial hyperbolicity. Our basic definitions require 2-
sided estimates of the norms of images of linear maps, and it will be conve-
nient to have a compact notation at our disposal. SupposeV,W are normed
linear spaces,A : V → W a linear map andU ⊂ V . Then we define the
normandconormof A restrictedtoU by

‖A � U‖ := sup{‖Av‖/‖v‖ | v ∈ U r {0}} ,
‖bA � Uc‖ := inf{‖Av‖/‖v‖ | v ∈ U r {0}} .

2.1.1. Partial hyperbolicity in the broad sense.The first and broader defi-
nition of partial hyperbolicity is modeled on that of hyperbolicity, where the
rates of exponential behavior are separated by the unit circle, by considering
separation by a different circle:

Definition 2.1. Consider a manifoldM , an open subsetU and an embed-
ding f : U → M with an invariant setΛ. Thenf is said to bepartially
hyperbolic(in the broad sense) onΛ, or Λ is said to be a partially hyper-
bolic invariant set off in the broad sense [30] if Λ is closed and there exist
numbers0 < λ < µ, c > 0, and subspacesE1(x) andE2(x) for all x ∈ Λ,
such that
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(1) E1(x) andE2(x) form an invariant splitting of the tangent space,
i.e.,

TxM =E1(x) ⊕ E2(x),

dxfE1(x) = E1(f(x)), dxfE2(x) = E2(f(x));
(2.1)

(2) if n ∈ N then ‖dxfn � E1(x)‖ ≤ cλn andc−1µn ≤ ‖bdxfn �

E2(x)c‖.

If λ < 1 the subspaceE1(x) is stable (in the usual sense [2]) and will be
denoted byEs(x). If µ > 1 the subspaceE2(x) is unstable, and we use the
notationEu(x).

Clearly, eitherλ < 1 orµ > 1 (or both) and without loss of generality we
assume the former.

Remark 2.2. In [55, p. 53] this is called (absolute) “pseudo-hyperbolicity”,
and in [92], “ (λ, µ)-splitting”.

A diffeomorphismf of a smooth compact Riemannian manifold is said to
bepartially hyperbolic in the broad senseif the whole manifold is a partially
hyperbolic set forf in the broad sense.

2.1.2. Lyapunov metrics.If 0 < λ < λ′ < µ′ < µ define theLyapunov
inner productor Lyapunov metric〈·, ·〉′ by

〈v, w〉′x :=

∞∑

k=0

〈dfkv, dfkw〉fk(x)λ
′−2k for v, w ∈ E1(x),

〈v, w〉′x :=

∞∑

k=0

〈df−kv, df−kw〉f−k(x)µ
′2k for v, w ∈ E2(x),

〈v, w〉′x := 〈v1, w1〉′x + 〈v2, w2〉′x
for v = v1 + v2 ∈ TxM andw = w1 + w2 ∈ TxM with v1, w1 ∈ E1(x)
andv2, w2 ∈ E2(x). The inducedLyapunov normin TxM is denoted by
‖ · ‖′x. Then](E1(x), E2(x))

′ = π/2, ‖v‖x/
√

2 ≤ ‖v‖′x ≤ c‖v‖x, and
‖df � E1(x)‖′ ≤ λ′, ‖df−1 � E2(x)‖′ ≤ (µ′)−1.

Proposition 2.3. An embeddingf is partially hyperbolic in the broad sense
if and only if there are a (not necessarily smooth) Riemannian metric‖ · ‖,
numbers

(2.2) 0 < λ1 ≤ µ1 < λ2 ≤ µ2 with µ1 < 1,

and an invariant splitting

(2.3) TxM = E1(x) ⊕ E2(x), dfEi(x) = Ei(f(x)) for i = 1, 2
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of the tangent bundle such thatE1(x) ⊥ E2(x) for everyx ∈ Λ and

λ1 ≤‖bdf � E1(x)c‖ ≤ ‖df � E1(x)‖ ≤ µ1,

λ2 ≤‖bdf � E2(x)c‖ ≤ ‖df � E2(x)‖ ≤ µ2.

2.1.3. Invariant distributions.A few basic observations are quite easy to
make:

Proposition 2.4. Consider a manifoldM , an open setU ⊂ M and an
embeddingf : M → U with a compact partially hyperbolic invariant setΛ.
Then, using the notations ofDefinition 2.1,

(1) E1(x) = {v ∈ TxM | ∃a > 0, γ ∈ [λ, µ) ∀n ∈ N ‖dxfnv‖ ≤
aγn‖v‖}.

(2) E2(x) = {v ∈ TxM | ∃b > 0, κ ∈ (λ, µ] ∀n ∈ N ‖dxfnv‖ ≥
bκn‖v‖}.

(3) E1(x) andE2(x) are continuous, so
(4) there existsk > 0 such that](E1(x), E2(x)) ≥ k for all x ∈ Λ.
(5) There existsε > 0 such that ifẼ ⊂ TM is an invariant distribution

for which dim Ẽ1(x) = dimE1(x) and ](Ẽ1(x), E1(x)) ≤ ε for
everyx ∈ Λ thenẼ1(x) = E1(x), and likewise forE2(x).

On the other hand, going beyond continuity is a rather more substantial
achievement. This goes back to Anosov in the hyperbolic caseand to Brin
and Pesin [30] in the present context. The most general version is in [22]:

Theorem 2.5. E1(x) and E2(x) are Hölder continuous, i.e., there exist
C, α > 0 such that](Ei(x), Ei(y)) ≤ Cρ(x, y)α for all x, y ∈ Λ and
i = 1, 2. Indeed, the Ḧolder exponent can be controlled through the hyper-
bolicity estimates: In the context ofProposition 2.3any

(2.4) α <
log λ2 − logµ1

log µ2

admits aC > 0 for which](E1(x), E1(y)) ≤ Cρ(x, y)α, and there is an
analogous estimate for the Hölder exponent ofE2.

One should not expect the distributionE1 to be smooth even in the case
of Anosov diffeomorphisms. The first example of a nonsmooth stable dis-
tribution was constructed by Anosov in [9]. Hasselblatt [51] has shown
that for a “typical” Anosov diffeomorphism the stable and unstable distri-
butions are only Hölder continuous with Hölder exponent no larger than
that in (2.4) (see also [52]). Moreover, high regularity has in several classes
of hyperbolic systems been shown to occur only for algebraicsystems [2].
Nevertheless, there are situations where these distributions areC1 (see, e.g.,
[2, 51, 56]):
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(1) under thepinching condition
µ1

λ2

µ2 < 11

(2) if the distributionE1 is of codimension one.

Remark 2.6. Our definition of partial hyperbolicity (in the broad sense)
corresponds to what is also known asabsolute partial hyperbolicity(abso-
lute pseudo-hyperbolicity in [55, p. 53]) as opposed to a weakerrelative
(or pointwise) partial hyperbolicity(relative pseudo-hyperbolicity in [55,
p. 62f]). While for the former we have

sup
x∈M

‖df � E1(x)‖( inf
x∈M

‖(df � E2(x))
−1‖)−1 < 1,

the latter is defined such that

sup
x∈M

‖df � E1(x)‖(‖(df � E2(x))
−1‖)−1 < 1.

See [56] where other refined versions of absolute and relative hyperbolicity
are introduced. It should be stressed that one can develop essentially the
whole stability theory of partially hyperbolic systems assuming only rela-
tive partial hyperbolicity. However, the study of ergodic and topological
properties of partially hyperbolic systems needs the stronger assumption of
absolute partial hyperbolicity.2

2.1.4. Partial hyperbolicity. The study of partially hyperbolic systems with
a view to ergodicity has concentrated on those with a triple splitting that
includes a central direction of weakest contraction and expansion:

Definition 2.7. An embeddingf is said to bepartially hyperbolicon Λ if
there exist numbersC > 0,

(2.5) 0 < λ1 ≤ µ1 < λ2 ≤ µ2 < λ3 ≤ µ3 with µ1 < 1 < λ3

and an invariant splitting into stable, central and unstable directions
(2.6)
TxM = Es(x) ⊕Ec(x) ⊕ Eu(x), dxfE

τ (x) = Eτ (f(x)), τ = s, c, u

such that ifn ∈ N then

C−1λ1
n ≤ ‖bdxfn � Es(x)c‖ ≤ ‖dxfn � Es(x)‖ ≤ Cµ1

n,

C−1λ2
n ≤ ‖bdxfn � Ec(x)c‖ ≤ ‖dxfn � Ec(x)‖ ≤ Cµ2

n,

C−1λ3
n ≤ ‖bdxfn � Eu(x)c‖ ≤ ‖dxfn � Eu(x)‖ ≤ Cµ3

n.

In this case we setEcs := Ec ⊕ Es andEcu := Ec ⊕ Eu.

There is a Lyapunov metric that is fully adapted to this situation:

1By (2.4), E1 is Lipschitz in this case.
2We would like to thank M. Viana for pointing this out to us.
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Proposition 2.8. An embedding is partially hyperbolic if and only if there
exists a Riemannian metric for which there are numbersλi, µi, i = 1, 2, 3 as
in (2.5) and an invariant splitting(2.6) into pairwise orthogonal subspaces
Es(x), Ec(x) andEu(x) such that

λ1 ≤ ‖bdxf � Es(x)c‖ ≤ ‖dxf � Es(x)‖ ≤ µ1,

λ2 ≤ ‖bdxf � Ec(x)c‖ ≤ ‖dxf � Ec(x)‖ ≤ µ2,

λ3 ≤ ‖bdxf � Eu(x)c‖ ≤ ‖dxf � Eu(x)‖ ≤ µ3.

(2.7)

2.1.5. The cone criterion.Verifying partial hyperbolicity appears to require
finding the invariant distributions first, so it is useful to have a more ob-
viously robust criterion that is easier to verify. For hyperbolic dynamical
systems this goes back principally to Alexeyev [7, 2].

Given a pointx ∈ M , a subspaceE ⊂ TxM and a numberα > 0, define
theconeatx centered aroundE of angleα by

C(x,E, α) = {v ∈ TxM | ](v, E) < α}.
Proposition 2.9. An embeddingf is partially hyperbolic in the broad sense
if and only if there areα > 0 and two continuous cone familiesC1(x, α) =
C(x,E1(x), α) andC2(x, α) = C(x,E2(x), α) for which
(2.8)

dxf
−1(C1(x, α)) ⊂ C1(f

−1(x), α), dxf(C2(x, α)) ⊂ C2(f(x), α)

as well as

(2.9) ‖dxf � C1(x, α)‖ ≤ µ1 < λ2 ≤ ‖bdxf � C2(x, α)c‖.
The evident advantage of this definition is that one can verify it having

only approximations ofE andF in Definition 2.1, and these approximations
need not be invariant in order for suitable cones around themto satisfy (2.8)
and (2.9).

Proposition 2.10. An embeddingf is partially hyperbolic if and only if
there are families of stable and unstable cones

Cs(x, α) = C(x,Es(x), α), Cu(x, α) = C(x,Eu(x), α)

and of center-stable cones or center-unstable cones

Ccs(x, α) = C(x,Ecs(x), α), Ccu(x, α) = C(x,Ecu(x), α),

where

Ecs(x) = Ec(x) ⊕ Es(x), Ecu(x) = Ec(x) ⊕Eu(x),

such that
(2.10)
dxf

−1(Cs(x, α)) ⊂ Cs(f−1(x), α), dxf(Cu(x, α)) ⊂ Cu(f(x), α),

dxf
−1(Ccs(x, α)) ⊂ Ccs(f−1(x), α), dxf(Ccu(x, α)) ⊂ Ccu(f(x), α)
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and there are0 < µ1 < λ2 ≤ µ2 < λ3 with µ1 < 1 < λ3 such that

(2.11)
‖dxf � Cs(x, α)‖ ≤ µ1, λ3 ≤ ‖bdxf � Cu(x, α)c‖,
‖dxf � Ccs(x, α)‖ ≤ µ2, λ2 ≤ ‖bdxf � Ccu(x, α)c‖.

2.2. Examples of partially hyperbolic systems.

2.2.1. The time-t map of a hyperbolic flow.Let ϕt be a flow on a compact
smooth Riemannian manifoldM with a hyperbolic invariant setΛ. Given
t ∈ R, the mapϕt is partially hyperbolic onΛ with 1-dimensional central
direction generated by the vector field.

2.2.2. Frame flows.Let V be a closed orientedn-dimensional manifold of
negative sectional curvature andM = SV the unit tangent bundle ofV .
Let alsoN be the space of positively oriented orthonormaln-frames inTV .
This produces a fiber bundleπ : N → M where the natural projectionπ
takes a frame into its first vector. The associated structuregroupSO(n− 1)
acts on fibers by rotating the frames, keeping the first vectorfixed. There-
fore, we can identify each fiberNx with SO(n−1) wheregt is the geodesic
flow. The frame flowΦt acts on frames by moving their first vectors ac-
cording to the geodesic flow and moving the other vectors by parallel trans-
lation along the geodesic defined by the first vector. For eacht, we have
thatπ ◦ Φt = gt ◦ π. The frame flowΦt preserves the measure that is lo-
cally the product of the Liouville measure with normalized Haar measure on
SO(n−1). The time-tmap of the frame flow is a partially hyperbolic diffeo-
morphism (fort 6= 0). The center bundle has dimension1+dimSO(n−1)
and is spanned by the flow direction and the fiber direction.

2.2.3. Direct products.Let f : U → M be an embedding with a compact
hyperbolic setΛ ⊂ M andEs

f(x), E
u
f (x) the stable and unstable subspaces

atx ∈ Λ. Also, letg : U ′ → N be an embedding with a compact invariant
setK such that

max
x∈Λ

‖df � Es
f(x)‖ < min

y∈K
‖bdg(y)c‖ ≤ max

y∈K
‖dg(y)‖ < min

x∈Λ
‖bdf � Eu

f (x)c‖.

ThenF : M ×N →M ×N , F (x, y) = (f(x), g(y)) is partially hyperbolic
onΛ ×K.

Particular cases areg being the identity map ofN or a rotation ofN = S1.

2.2.4. Skew products.Let f : U → M be an embedding with a compact
hyperbolic setΛ ⊂ M andEs

f(x), E
u
f (x) the stable and unstable subspaces

at x ∈ Λ. Also, let gx : Ux → N be a family of embeddings ofUx ⊂ N
that depend smoothly onx ∈ Λ and have a common compact invariant set
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K such that
(2.12)
max
x∈Λ

‖df � Es
f(x)‖ < min

x∈Λ
min
y∈K

‖bdgx(y)c‖ ≤ max
x∈Λ

max
y∈K

‖dgx(y)‖ < min
x∈Λ

‖bdf � Eu
f (x)c‖.

The mapF : Λ × ⋂
x Ux → M × N given byF (x, y) = (f(x), gx(y)) is

partially hyperbolic onΛ ×K.
A particular case is obtained by takingΛ = M , K = N = S1, α : M →

M smooth andgx = Rα(x) (rotation byα(x)). The map

F = Fα : M×S1 →M×S1, F (x, y) = (f(x), Rα(x)(y)), x ∈M, y ∈ S1

is partially hyperbolic with 1-dimensional central direction.

2.2.5. Group extensions.An “algebraic” version of the previous example is
a group extension over an Anosov diffeomorphism. LetG be a compact Lie
group andϕ : M → G a smooth function onM with values inG. Define
the mapF = Fϕ : M ×G→ M ×G by

F (x, y) = (f(x), ϕ(x)g), x ∈M, g ∈ G.

The mapF is partially hyperbolic since left translations are isometries of
G in the bi-invariant metric. Iff preserves a smooth probability measure
ν thenF preserves the smooth probability measureν × νG whereνG is the
(normalized) Haar measure onG.

2.2.6. Partially hyperbolic systems on 3-dimensional manifolds.It is an
open problem to describe compact smooth Riemannian manifolds that ad-
mit partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. To admit the splitting into sta-
ble, unstable and center distribution the dimension of the manifold must
be at least three, so it is natural to inquire first, which 3-manifolds support
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. The torusT3 does, because an au-
tomorphism given by an integer matrix with eigenvaluesλ, 1, λ−1, where
|λ| 6= 1, is partially hyperbolic, as is any sufficiently small perturbation
(Corollary 2.17). Recently, Brin, Burago and Ivanov have begun a study
of partially hyperbolic dynamical systems on 3-manifolds,and interesting
results have already been obtained.

Theorem 2.11(Brin, Burago, Ivanov [27]). A compact 3-dimensional mani-
fold whose fundamental group is finite does not carry a partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism.

This implies that there are no partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on
the 3-dimensional sphereS3.

We should mention a result that can be viewed as a precursor toTheorem 2.11.
L. Dı́az, E. Pujals and R. Ures showed that a robustly transitive diffeomor-
phism of a 3-manifoldM (i.e., a diffeomorphism all of whoseC1 perturba-
tions are topologically transitive) is generically partially hyperbolic in the
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broad sense, and if the center-unstable bundle is integrable then the funda-
mental group ofM is infinite [40]. This was extended to arbitrary dimension
by Bonatti, Dı́az and Pujals [16]: Generically the homoclinic class of any
periodic saddle is either contained in the closure of an infinite set of sinks or
sources (Newhouse phenomenon), or admits a dominated splitting; in par-
ticular, robust transitivity implies dominated splitting(see also page45 and
[4, Section 5]).

One may ask a question complementary to the previous one: Of what type
can partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms of 3-manifolds be? The known
robustly transitive or stably ergodic ones are

• perturbations of skew-products over an Anosov diffeomorphism on
T2,

• perturbations of the time-1-map of a transitive Anosov flow,
• some derived-from-Anosov diffeomorphisms onT3.

Pujals has speculated (see [21]) that this is indeed a complete list, and recent
work by Bonatti and Wilkinson [21] makes it plausible that such a classi-
fication of transitive partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms of 3-manifolds
might hold: They show that the homoclinic geometry of a single periodic
orbit can determine much of the global orbit structure. (Note that volume-
preserving such diffeomorphisms are generically transitive byTheorem 7.9
andTheorem 7.12.)

Specifically, in the case of a skew product a periodic orbit arises from a
periodic point for the base diffeomorphism and hence comes with nearby
homoclinic periodic orbits that are also embedded circles.Their first result
turns this observation around:

Theorem 2.12(Bonatti–Wilkinson [21]). Letf be a transitive partially hy-
perbolic diffeomorphism of a compact 3-manifoldM with an embedded
invariant circle γ such that there is some (sufficiently large)δ for which
W s
δ (γ) ∩ W u

δ (γ) r γ has a connected component that is a circle. Then,
possibly after passing to on orientable cover,M is a circle bundle overT2

andf is conjugate to a topological skew-product over a linear Anosov map
A of T2, i.e., to a map ofM that preserves the fibration and projects toA.

In the case of the time-1-map of a transitive Anosov flow the homoclinic
curves to an invariant circle are noncompact. The corresponding result is a
little less complete than the previous one.

Theorem 2.13(Bonatti–Wilkinson [21]). Let f be a dynamically coher-
ent (Definition 4.4) partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism of a compact 3-
manifoldM with a closed periodic center leafγ such that each center leaf
inW s

loc(γ) is periodic forf . Then the center foliation supports a continuous
flow conjugate to a transitive expansive flow.
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It is conjectured and seems likely to be true that the expansive flows that
arise here are in turn topologically conjugate to Anosov flows.

2.3. The Mather Spectrum. An embeddingf with a compact invariant set
Λ generates a continuous linear operatorf∗ on the Banach spaceΓ0(TΛM)
of continuous vector fieldsv onΛ by the formula

(f∗v)(x) = dfv(f−1(x)).

The spectrumQ = Qf of the complexification off∗ is called theMather
spectrumof the dynamical systemf on Λ, and it provides alternative ways
of expressing our various hyperbolicity conditions as wellas more detailed
information about separation of expansion and contractionrates:

Theorem 2.14(Mather [65, 72]). If nonperiodic orbits off are dense inΛ
then

(1) any connected component of the spectrumQ is a ring (or annulus)
Qi = {z ∈ C | λi ≤ |z| ≤ µi} around0 with radii λi andµi, where
0 < λ1 ≤ µ1 < · · · < λt ≤ µt andt ≤ dimM ;

(2) the invariant subspaceHi ∈ Γ0(TM) of f∗ corresponding to the
componentQi of the spectrum is a module over the ring of continu-
ous functions;

(3) the collection of the subspacesEi(x) = {v(x) ∈ Tx | v ∈ Hi}
constitutes adf -invariant continuous distribution onM and

TxM =

t⊕

i=1

Ei(x), for all x ∈M.

Since density of nonperiodic orbits is an easy consequence of hyperbolic-
ity assumptions, one can characterize various classes of dynamical systems
using their Mather spectra.

Theorem 2.15(Mather [65, 72]).

(1) A diffeomorphismf is Anosov if and only if1 is not contained in its
Mather spectrumQ.

(2) A diffeomorphismf is partially hyperbolic onΛ in the broad sense
if and only if its Mather spectrum (overΛ) is contained in a disjoint
union of two nonempty rings,Q ⊂ Q1 ∪Q2 withQ1 lying inside of
the unit disk orQ2 lying outside of the unit disk.

(3) A diffeomorphismf is partially hyperbolic onΛ if and only if its
Mather spectrum (overΛ) is contained in a disjoint union of three
nonempty rings,Q ⊂ Q1 ∪Q2 ∪Q3 withQ1 lying inside of the unit
disk andQ3 lying outside of the unit disk.
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While [65, 72] state these results only forΛ = M , the proofs readily
extend to invariant subsets.

It is natural to expect that the Mather spectrum is stable under small per-
turbations of dynamical systems, and the most straightforward approach to
establishing this would be to show that the action induced onvector fields
by a perturbation is close to the original such action. Unfortunately this is
always false. The expected result about the Mather spectrumnevertheless
turns out to be true:

Theorem 2.16(Pesin [71, 72]). LetM be a compact manifold,f : M →M
a diffeomorphism whose nonperiodic orbits are dense. Let

Qf =
t⋃

i=1

Qf,i

be the decomposition of its Mather spectrum into nonempty disjoint rings
Qf,i with radii

0 < λf,1 ≤ µf,1 < · · · < λf,t ≤ µf,t.

Let also

TM =

t⊕

i=1

Ef,i

be the corresponding decomposition of the tangent bundle into df -invariant
subbundlesEf,i, i = 1, . . . , t. Then for any sufficiently smallε > 0 there
exists a neighborhoodη of f in Diff1(M) such that for anyg ∈ η:

(1) the Mather spectrumQg is a union of disjoint componentsQg,i, each
being contained in a ring with radiiλg,i ≤ µg,i satisfying

|λf,i − λg,i| ≤ ε, |µf,i − µg,i| ≤ ε.

(2) the distributionEg,i corresponding to the componentQg,i satisfies

max
x∈M

](Ef,i(x), Eg,i(x)) ≤ Lδα ≤ ε,

whereδ = dC1(f, g) andL > 0, α > 0 are constants.

As usual,Diffq(M) is the space ofCq diffeomorphisms with theCq topol-
ogy.

Corollary 2.17. Anosov systems, partially hyperbolic systems, and par-
tially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms form open subsets inDiffq(M), q ≥ 1.

Remark 2.18. While a componentQf,i of the spectrum off may be a
ring, the corresponding componentQg,i of the spectrum ofg may consist
of several rings. To illustrate this situation consider an Anosov flowϕt on
a smooth manifoldM and observe that the Mather spectrum ofϕ0 = Id is
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the unit circle while the Mather spectrum ofϕt for t 6= 0 (which is partially
hyperbolic) contains at least two more additional rings.

Remark 2.19. There are 3 general situations in which partial hyperbolic-
ity is known to be stable. First, we just saw that this is the case when
the entire manifold is a partially hyperbolic set (Corollary 2.17). Second,
Theorem 2.16extends to partially hyperbolic attractors because attractors
are stable under perturbation, so partially hyperbolic attractors are also sta-
bly partially hyperbolic. Finally, when the partially hyperbolic set is a nor-
mally hyperbolic manifold thenTheorem 4.3below together withTheorem 2.16
gives persistence of partial hyperbolicity.

There are also some particular cases when partially hyperbolic sets sur-
vive under small perturbations, such as when a partially hyperbolic setΛ is
the direct product of a locally maximal hyperbolic set and a compact mani-
fold. Indeed,Λ is foliated by leaves of its center foliation and can be viewed
as a normally hyperbolic lamination in the sense of [56]. Its stability fol-
lows from Theorem 4.11. Partially hyperbolic sets of this type appear in
bifurcation theory (see [44, 59]).

3. STABLE AND UNSTABLE FILTRATIONS

3.1. Existence and subfoliation.For hyperbolic dynamical systems the
classical Stable-Manifold Theorem [2] establishes that the stable and unsta-
ble distributions are each tangent to a unique foliation. A moderate adapta-
tion of the Stable-Manifold Theorem yields analogous but more finely strat-
ified information when the Mather spectrum consists of a larger number of
rings (see [72] and the references therein). We should mention that the word
foliation is used here in a looser sense than in differentialgeometry. Even
in the case of Anosov diffeomorphisms these foliations are partitions into
smooth manifolds that may only admit (Hölder) continuous foliation charts;
for hyperbolic sets the foliation locally only fills a Cantorset times a disk
(see [2, 80]).

Definition 3.1. A partitionW of M is called afoliation ofM with smooth
leavesor simply foliation if there existδ > 0 and` > 0 such that for each
x ∈M ,

1. the elementW (x) of the partitionW containingx is a smooth̀ -
dimensional injectively immersed submanifold; it is called the(global)
leaf of the foliation atx; the connected component of the intersec-
tionW (x) ∩B(x, δ) that containsx is called thelocal leaf atx and
is denoted byV (x);

2. there exists a continuous mapϕx : B(x, δ) → C1(D,M) (where
D ⊂ R` is the unit ball) such that for everyy ∈ M ∩ B(x, δ) the
manifoldV (y) is the image of the mapϕx(y) : D →M .
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The functionϕx(y, z) = ϕx(y)(z) is called thefoliation coordinate chart.
This function is continuous and has continuous derivative∂

∂z
ϕx.

A continuousk-dimensional distributionE onM is said to be

(1) weakly integrableif for each pointx ∈ M there is an immersed
completeC1 manifoldW (x) which containsx and is everywhere
tangent toE, i.e., TyW (y) = E(y) for eachy ∈ W (x) [27]. We
call W (x) an integral manifold ofE throughx (note thata priori
the integral manifoldsW (x) may be self-intersecting and may not
form a partition ofM);

(2) integrableif there is a foliation whose tangent bundle isE;
(3) uniquely integrableif there is a foliationW with k-dimensional

leaves such that anyC1 curveσ : R → M satisfyingσ̇(t) ∈ E(σ(t))
for all t, is contained inW (σ(0)) (in particular,TxW (x) = E(x) for
all x ∈M);

(4) locally uniquely integrableif for eachx ∈M there is ak-dimensional
smooth submanifoldWloc(x) andα(x) > 0 such that a piecewiseC1

curveσ : [0, 1] → M is contained inWloc(x) so long asσ(0) = x,
σ̇(t) ∈ E(σ(t)) for t ∈ [0, 1] and lengthσ < α(x). (In this caseE
is integrable and the integral foliation is unique.)

Theorem 3.2(Hirsch, Pugh Shub [55], Brin, Pesin [30], [72]). Supposef
is an embedding with a compact invariant setΛ on which the tangent space
admits adf -invariant splitting

(3.1) TΛM =

t⊕

i=1

Ei

with

(3.2) λi < ‖bdf � Ei(x)c‖ ≤ ‖df � Ei(x)‖ < µi,

for all x ∈ Λ, where

(3.3) 0 < λ1 ≤ µ1 < · · · < λt ≤ µt.

(1) If µk < 1 then the distribution

F s
k =

k⊕

i=1

Ei

is uniquely integrable and the maximal integral manifolds of this
distribution generate a foliationW s

k of M . The global leafW s
k (x)

throughx ∈M is aC1-immersed submanifold ofM .
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(2) If λk > 1 then an analogous statement holds for the distribution

F u
k =

t⊕

i=k

Ei;

the corresponding foliation isW u
k and its leaves areW u

k (x), x ∈M .
(3) The foliationW s

k is f -invariant and contracting, i.e., for anyx ∈
M, y ∈W s

k (x) andn ≥ 0,

ρsk(f
n(x), fn(y)) ≤ C(λk + ε)nρsk(x, y),

whereε is such that0 < ε < min{λk+1−µk, 1−µk},C = C(ε) > 0
is a constant independent ofx, y andn, andρsk is the distance in
W s
k (x) induced by the Riemannian metric.

(4) The foliationW u
k is f -invariant and contracting underf−1.

(5) If f isCq thenW s
k (x) andW u

k (x) areCq.

Thus, in this case the two filtrations of distributions

F s
1 ⊂ F s

2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F s
` , F u

m ⊃ · · · ⊃ F u
t

integrate to filtrations of foliations

W s
1 ⊂W s

2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ W s
` , W u

m ⊃ · · · ⊃W u
t ,

where` is maximal andm is minimal such thatµ` < 1 andλm > 1 (note
thatm = ` + 1 or ` + 2). W s

k is called thek-stable foliationandW u
k thek-

unstable foliationfor f . If f is partially hyperbolic the foliationsW s = W s
`

andW u = W u
m are called thestableandunstablefoliations.

Theorem 3.3(Hirsch, Pugh, Shub [56, Theorem 6.1]). Under the assump-
tions of Theorem 3.2and with 1 ≤ k < ` (respectively,m ≤ k < t),
the foliationW s

k subfoliatesthe foliationW s
k+1 (respectively,W u

k+1 subfo-
liatesW u

k ). For everyx ∈ M the leavesW s
k (y) dependCnk smoothly on

y ∈ W s
k+1(x), wherenk is the largest integer such thatµk < λnk

k+1. An
analogous statement holds forW u

k .

3.2. Absolute continuity. The fact that the stable and unstable foliations
may not admit smooth local foliation charts prevents us fromapplying the
classical Fubini theorem to conclude that a set that intersects each local
leaf in a set of full (leaf-) measure must itself be of full measure. Anosov
[9] identified this as the central technical point in the ergodic theory of hy-
perbolic dynamical systems (in the Hopf argument, see [57, 10, 31] and
Section 7, p. 35). In this subsection and the next we explain that while, due
to the absence of smooth foliation charts, it seems possiblethat the folia-
tions might be singular in the measure-theoretic sense (seeSection 6), the
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needed property of absolute continuity still holds for the stable and unsta-
ble foliations. We will later see that the central directionis much less well
behaved.

The first step is absolute continuity of the holonomy maps.

Definition 3.4. Let W be a foliation of a manifoldM with smooth leaves
and forx ∈M , r > 0 consider the family

(3.4) L(x) = {V (w) : w ∈ B(x, r)}
of local manifolds, whereV (w) is the connected component containingw
of W (w) ∩B(x, r) andB(x, r) is the ball centered atx of radiusr.

Choose two local disksD1 andD2 that are transverse to the familyL(x),
and define theholonomy mapπ = π(x,W ) : D1 → D2 (generated by the
family of local manifolds) by setting

π(y) = D2 ∩ V (w) if y = D1 ∩ V (w) andw ∈ B(x, r).

The holonomy mapπ is a homeomorphism onto its image.
Let m denote the Riemannian volume. Given a submanifoldD in M ,

let mD be the Riemannian volume onD induced by the restriction of the
Riemannian metric toD.

Theorem 3.5(Brin, Pesin [30], Pugh, Shub [76, 77], [13, 72]). Let f be
a partially hyperbolicC2 diffeomorphism of a compact smooth manifold
M . Givenx ∈M and two transverse disksD1 andD2 to the familyL(x) of
local stable manifoldsV (y), y ∈ B(x, r), the holonomy mapπ is absolutely
continuous (with respect to the measuresmD1 andmD2) and the Jacobian
Jac(π) := dmD2/d(π∗mD1) (Radon–Nikodym derivative) is bounded from
above and bounded away from zero.

The Jacobian of the holonomy map at a pointy ∈ D1 can be computed
by the following formula

Jac(π)(y) =
∞∏

k=0

Jac(dfk(π(y))f
−1|Tfk(π(y))f

k(D2))

Jac(dfk(y)f−1|Tfk(y)fk(D1))
.

In particular, the infinite product on the right hand-side converges.
The issue of absolute continuity as it affects the ergodic theory of hyper-

bolic and partially hyperbolic dynamical systems can be putin this form: If
E ⊂ B(x, q) is a Borel set of positive volume, can the intersectionE∩V (y)
have zero Lebesgue measure (with respect to the Riemannian volume on
V (y)) for almost everyy ∈ E?

Theorem 3.5is the main step towards ruling out this pathology for the
stable and unstable foliations.
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Theorem 3.6.Letf be a partially hyperbolicC2 diffeomorphism of a com-
pact smooth manifoldM , ν a smoothf -invariant probability measure on
M . Then the conditional measures on eachV (w) are absolutely continuous
with respect to the induced Riemannian volume, and likewisefor transver-
sals.

To state this more precisely, letνV (w) be the conditional measures on
V (w) for w ∈ B(x, r) and consider the measurable partitionξ of

Q(x) :=
⋃

w∈B(x,r)

V (w)

into local manifolds, identifying the factor spaceQ(x)/ξ with an open trans-
verse diskD. Denote bŷνD the factor measure generated by the partitionξ
(supported onD), bymV (w) the Riemannian volume onV (w), and bymD

the Riemannian volume onD. ThenTheorem 3.6is meant to say that
(1) the measuresνV (w) andmV (w) are equivalent forν-almost every

w ∈ B(x, r);
(2) the factor measurêνD is equivalent to the measuremD.

As a consequence

dνV (w)(y) = κ(w, y)dmV (w)(y)

for everyw ∈ B(x, r) andy ∈ V (w), whereκ(w, y) is continuous and
satisfies the homological equation

κ(f(w), f(y)) =
Jac(df � E(y))

Jac(df � E(w))
κ(w, y).

It follows that

κ(w, y) =
∞∏

i=0

Jac(df � E(f i(y)))

Jac(df � E(f i(w)))
.

By the Hölder continuity of the distributionE (seeTheorem 2.5), the prod-
uct converges.

The absolute continuity property of local stable manifold described in
Theorem 3.6follows from absolute continuity of the holonomy map (see
Theorem 3.5). However, the converse does not hold.

4. CENTRAL FOLIATIONS

4.1. Normal hyperbolicity. The notion of normal hyperbolicity in dynam-
ical systems was introduced by Hirsch, Pugh and Shub in [55] (see also [56];
a particular case of normal hyperbolicity was considered byR. Sacker [82]
in his work on partial differential equations). The theories of normal hy-
perbolicity and partial hyperbolicity are closely relatedin their results and
methods. Moreover, the former provides techniques to studyintegrability
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of the central distribution and robustness of the central foliation for partially
hyperbolic systems (seeSubsection 4.3andSubsection 4.4).

Definition 4.1. Let q ≥ 1, M aCq compact connected Riemannian mani-
fold (without boundary),U ⊂ M open,f : U → M aCq embedding, and
N = Nf a compactC1 f -invariant submanifold ofM , i.e.,f(N) = N . The
mapf is said to benormally hyperbolic toN if f is partially hyperbolic on
(or “along”)N , i.e., there is an invariant splitting
(4.1)
TxM = Es(x)⊕TxN⊕Eu(x) with dfEs(x) = Es(f(x)) anddfEu(x) = Eu(f(x))

for everyx ∈ N , such that

(4.2)

λ1 ≤‖bdf � Es(x)c‖ ≤ ‖df � Es(x)‖ ≤ µ1,

λ2 ≤‖bdf � TxNc‖ ≤ ‖df � TxN‖ ≤ µ2,

λ3 ≤‖bdf � Eu(x)c‖ ≤ ‖df � Eu(x)‖ ≤ µ3,

where0 < λ1 ≤ µ1 < λ2 ≤ µ2 < λ3 ≤ µ3 andµ1 < 1 < λ3.

Similarly toTheorem 2.5, the splitting (4.1) is Hölder continuous.
By the Local-Stable-Manifold Theorem one can construct, for everyx ∈

N , local stable and unstable manifolds,V s(x) andV u(x) respectively, atx,
such that

(1) x ∈ V s(x), x ∈ V u(x);
(2) TxV s(x) = Es(x), TxV u(x) = Eu(x);
(3) if n ∈ N then

ρ(fn(x), fn(y)) ≤ C(µ1 + ε)nρ(x, y), for y ∈ V s(x),

ρ(f−n(x), f−n(y)) ≤ C(λ3 − ε)nρ(x, y), for y ∈ V u(x),

whereC > 0 is a constant andε > 0 is sufficiently small.
Set

(4.3) V so(N) =
⋃

x∈N
V s(x) andV uo(N) =

⋃

x∈N
V u(x).

These are topological manifolds called localstableandunstablemanifolds
of N . They aref -invariant and

N = V so(N) ∩ V uo(N).

Theorem 4.2 (Hirsch, Pugh, Shub [56, Proposition 5.7, Theorem 3.5]).
V uo(N) andV so(N) are Lipschitz continuous and indeed smooth submani-
folds ofM .

In [56], Hirsch, Pugh and Shub used the Hadamard method for construct-
ing local stable and unstable manifolds throughN . Their approach does
not rely on the existence of local stable manifolds through individual points
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x ∈ N but instead, builds local stable and unstable manifolds throughN
as a whole. Of course,a posteriori one can derive (4.3). Hirsch, Pugh
and Shub obtained more complete information on local stableand unstable
manifolds throughN . In particular, they showed that a normally hyperbolic
manifoldN survives under small perturbation of the system, thus establish-
ing stability of normal hyperbolicity.

Theorem 4.3(Hirsch, Pugh, Shub [56, Sections 4–6]). Let f be aCq em-
bedding withq ≥ 1 that is normally hyperbolic to a compact smooth mani-
foldN ,

(4.4)
`u := max{j ∈ {0, . . . , q} | µ1 < λj2},
`s := max{j ∈ {0, . . . , q} | µj2 < λ3},

` := min{`s, `u},

whereλi andµi, i = 1, 2, 3, are as inDefinition 4.1. Then

(1) Existence: there exist locallyf -invariant submanifoldsV so(N) and
V uo(N) tangent toEs ⊕ TN andEu ⊕ TN respectively.

(2) Uniqueness: ifN ′ is anf -invariant set which lies in anε-neighborhood
Uε(N) ofN , for sufficiently smallε, thenN ′ ⊂ V so(N) ∪ V uo(N).

(3) Characterization: V so(N) (respectively,V uo(N)) consists of all
pointsy for which ρ(fn(y), N) ≤ r for all n ≥ 0 (respectively,
n ≤ 0) and some smallr > 0; indeed,ρ(fn(y), N) → 0 exponen-
tially asn→ +∞ (respectively, asn→ −∞).

(4) Smoothness:V so(N) andV uo(N) are submanifolds inM of class
C`s andC`u respectively; in particular,N is aC` submanifold.

(5) Lamination:V so(N) andV uo(N) are fibered byV s(x) andV u(x),
x ∈ N ; see(4.3).

For everyδ > 0 there existr > 0 andε > 0 such that

(6) for every embeddingg of classCq with dC1(f, g) ≤ ε, there exists
a smooth submanifoldNg, invariant underg, to whichg is normally
hyperbolic;Ng lies in anr-neighborhoodUr(Nf ) ofNf .

(7) V so
g (N) ∈ C`s , V uo

g (N) ∈ C`u andNg ∈ C` (where the numbers̀s,
`u, and` are given by(4.4)); they depend continuously ong in the
C1 topology;

(8) there exists a homeomorphismH : Ur → M which isδ-close to the
identity map in theC0 topology and such thatH(Nf) = Ng.

4.2. Integrability of the central foliation and dynamical coherence. Let
M be a compact smooth Riemannian manifold andf : M → M a dif-
feomorphism that is partially hyperbolic with adf -invariant splitting of the
tangent bundle (2.6) satisfying (2.7). The central distributionEc may not, in
general, be integrable asSubsection 5.1below illustrates. Nonintegrability
is an open property (Theorem 4.9).
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We describe some conditions that guarantee integrability of the central
distribution. In fact, these conditions guarantee the stronger property of
unique integrability, which we introduce now.

Definition 4.4. A partially hyperbolic embedding is said to bedynamically
coherentif Ecs andEcu are integrable to foliationsW cs andW cu, respec-
tively.

In this caseEc is integrable to thecentral foliationW c for whichW c(x) =
W cu(x)∩W cs(x), each leaf ofW cs is foliated by leaves ofW c andW s, and
each leaf ofW cu is foliated by leaves ofW c andW u.

Note that these assumptions do not imply that the integral foliations are
unique, so it is not clear whether the central subbundle is uniquely inte-
grable in this case. [18] demonstrates that Hölder continuous distributions
may have many different integral foliations. On the other hand, there is no
known example in which a central subbundle is integrable andnot uniquely
integrable.

Brin communicated the following result, whose proof is essentially con-
tained in [27]:

Theorem 4.5. If the central subbundle is uniquely integrable then the sys-
tem is dynamically coherent, and the center-stable and center-unstable sub-
bundles are also uniquely integrable.

Definition 4.6. A foliation W of M is said to bequasi-isometric if there
area > 0 andb > 0 such thatρW (x, y) ≤ a · ρ(x, y) + b for everyx ∈ M
and everyy ∈W (x), whereρW is the distance along the leaves ofW .

A partially hyperbolic embeddingf is said to becenter-isometricif it acts
isometrically in the central direction, i.e.,‖df(x)v‖ = ‖v‖ for everyx ∈ Λ
andv ∈ Ec(x).

Denote byM̃ the universal cover ofM and byW̃ s andW̃ u the lifts of the
stable and unstable foliations tõM .

Theorem 4.7 (Brin [25, 72]). Let M be a compact smooth Riemannian
manifold andf : M → M a diffeomorphism which is partially hyperbolic
with adf -invariant splitting of the tangent bundle(2.6) satisfying(2.7).

If W̃ s and W̃ u are quasi-isometric in the universal cover̃M , then the
distributionsEcs, Ecu andEc are locally uniquely integrable.

If f is center-isometric then the central distributionEc is locally uniquely
integrable.

As we mentioned above the central distribution may not be integrable.
However, it is often weakly integrable (Definition 3.1), and this weak inte-
grability persists under small perturbations:
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Theorem 4.8(Brin, Burago, Ivanov [27]). Let f be a partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism ofM . Assume the distributionsEcs

f ,Ecu
f andEc

f are weakly
integrable. Then there is aC1 neighborhoodU of f such that everyg ∈ U

is a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism whose distributionsEcs
g , Ecu

g and
Ec
g are weakly integrable.

So long as one stays safely within the partially hyperbolic context this
weak integrability is also a closed property:

Theorem 4.9(Brin, Burago, Ivanov [27]). Let {fn}n≥0 be a sequence of
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms ofM . Assume that

(1) fn → g in theC1 topology;
(2) the distributionsEcs

fn
, Ecu

fn
andEc

fn
are weakly integrable for alln;

(3) all fn have the same hyperbolicity constants(2.5).

Theng is partially hyperbolic and the distributionsEcs
g , Ecu

g andEc
g are

weakly integrable.

4.3. Smoothness of central leaves via normal hyperbolicity.Theorem 4.3
gives a fair amount of information about normally hyperbolic submanifolds.
Since the center foliation, if defined, is “essentially” normally hyperbolic in
that the strong contraction and expansion act transverselyto it, one would
like to applyTheorem 4.3to this situation. Hirsch, Pugh and Shub devel-
oped a construction which allows one to do this.

Let f be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with adf -invariant split-
ting of the tangent bundle (2.6) satisfying (2.7) and withEc integrable. For
r > 0 let Ur(W c(x)) ⊂ M be the tubular neighborhood of radiusr of the
leafW c(x). Consider the manifold that is thedisjointunion

(4.5) Mr =
⋃

x∈M
Ur(W

c(x)).

For sufficiently smallε, 0 < ε < r, the mapf induces a diffeomorphism
F : Mε → Mr which is normally hyperbolic to the submanifold

N =
⋃

x∈M
W c(x) ⊂ Mε.

The manifoldsMε andN are not compact but complete.Theorem 4.3ex-
tends to this situation because the proof relies only on the existence of a
tubular neighborhood of the normally hyperbolic manifold,a uniform lower
bound for the radius of injectivity of the exponential map, and uniform es-
timates (4.2). We have all this at our disposal since the manifoldM is
compact and the central foliationW c is integrable. This yields a corollary
of Theorem 4.3:
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Theorem 4.10.Let f : M → M be a partially hyperbolic embedding with
integrable central distribution. ThenW c(x) ∈ C` for everyx ∈ M , where
` is as in(4.4).

4.4. Robustness of the central foliation.A far less straightforward appli-
cation of the Hirsch–Pugh–Shub construction can be used to produce ro-
bustness of the central foliationW c under small perturbation of the system;
the subtlety of the matter is evidenced by the requirement that this foliation
be smooth.

Theorem 4.11(Hirsch, Pugh, Shub [56, Theorem 7.5]). Assume that the
central distributionEc for f is integrable, that the corresponding foliation
W c is smooth and thatg is a Cq diffeomorphism sufficiently close tof in
theC1-topology. Theng is partially hyperbolic with integrable central dis-
tributionEc

g.

The direct approach suggested above is carried out in [72], but this result
is usually obtained as an immediate corollary of Theorems4.13and4.15
below, whose proofs exploit plaque expansivity and pseudo-orbits.

In general, we do not have a smooth central foliation. Moreover, even if
the central foliation forf were smooth, the central foliation for a “typical”
perturbation off would not be. Thus the assumptions of integrability and
smoothness are not jointly robust; only integrability persists if we assume
both at the outset. In [56], Hirsh, Pugh and Shub introduced a property
of the central foliation forf calledplaque expansivitythat is weaker than
smoothness (seeTheorem 4.13below) but still guarantees integrability of
the central distribution for sufficiently small perturbations off and further-
more persists itself under small perturbations (seeTheorem 4.15below).

Definition 4.12. Let W be a foliation of a compact smooth manifoldM
whose leaves areCr smooth immersed submanifolds of dimensionk. Given
a pointx ∈M , we call the setP (x) ⊂W (x) aCr plaqueofW atx if P (x)
is the image of aCr embedding of the unit ballD ⊂ Rk into W (x). A
plaquationP for W is a collection of plaques such that every pointx ∈ M
is contained in a plaqueP ∈ P.

Let {xn}n∈Z be a pseudo-orbit forf (see [3, 2]). We say that the pseudo-
orbit respectsa plaquationP for W if for everyn ∈ Z the pointsf(xn) and
xn+1 lie in a common plaqueP ∈ P.

Assume that the foliationW is invariant under a diffeomorphismf ofM .
We say thatf is plaque expansivewith respect toW if there existsε > 0
with the following property: if{xn}n∈Z and{yn}n∈Z areε-pseudo-orbits
which respectW and if ρ(xn, yn) ≤ ε for all n ∈ Z thenxn andyn lie in a
common plaque for alln ∈ Z.
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Note that plaque expansivity does not depend on the choice ofeither the
Riemannian structure inM or the plaquationP for W . It is indeed weaker
than smoothness:

Theorem 4.13(Hirsch, Pugh, Shub [56, Theorem 7.2]). Let f be a par-
tially hyperbolic diffeomorphism. Assume that the centraldistributionEc

is integrable and the central foliationW c is smooth. ThenW c is plaque
expansive.

Remark 4.14. If df � Ec(x) acts as an isometry for everyx ∈ M then the
central distributionEc is integrable byTheorem 4.7, and the central folia-
tionW c is plaque expansive (see [56, Section 7]).

Theorem 4.15(Hirsch, Pugh, Shub [56, Theorem 7.1]). Let f : M → M .
If f is partially hyperbolic with the central distributionEc

f for f integrable
and f plaque expansive with respect to the central foliationW c

f then the
same holds for any sufficientlyC1-close diffeomorphismg (with respect to
Ec
g andW c

g ).

5. INTERMEDIATE FOLIATIONS

The central distribution we studied in the previous sectioncorresponds to
the central ring in the Mather spectrum, and it is now naturalto study the
structures associated with other intermediate rings (as opposed to the inner-
and outermost ones, which figured inSection 3).

Consider a diffeomorphismf of classCq of a compact Riemannian man-
ifold M admitting adf -invariant splitting (3.1) satisfying (3.2) and (3.3).
Given1 < k < t with µk < 1 we now discuss the integrability problem for
the invariant distributionEk, called theintermediatedistribution.

5.1. Nonintegrability of intermediate distributions. In general,Ek is not
integrable as we now illustrate with an example that goes back to Smale [86]
and appears in [62, Section 17.3] as well as [90, p. 1549], where it provides
an example of a diffeomorphism that is normally hyperbolic with respect to
a smooth, 1-dimensional foliation and not conjugate to the time-one map of
any Anosov flow (and can be shown to be stably ergodic using themethods
of [45]).

Consider theHeisenberg groupof matrices

H =








1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1


 : (x, y, z) ∈ R





with the usual matrix multiplication: in(x, y, z) coordinates it is given by

(x1, y1, z1) × (x2, y2, z2) = (x1 + x2, y1 + y2, z1 + z2 + x1y2).
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The center ofH is the 1-parameter subgroup



1 0 z
0 1 0
0 0 1


 .

Thus,H is a 3-dimensional, simply connected, nonabelian nilpotent group.
Its Lie algebra is

L(H) =








0 x z
0 0 y
0 0 0


 : (x, y, z) ∈ R





with generators

X =




0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0


 , Y =




0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0


 , Z =




0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0


 .

Then[X, Y ] = Z while all other Lie brackets of generators are zero.
LetG = H ×H be the Lie group with generatorsX1, Y1, Z1, X2, Y2, Z2

such that[Xi, Yi] = Zi and all other brackets of generators are zero. Its Lie
algebra is

L(G) =

{(
A 0
0 B

)
| A,B ∈ L(H)

}
.

The groupH has an obvious integer lattice of matrices with entries inZ

which generates an integer lattice inG. We need another lattice inG how-
ever.

Consider the number fieldK = {a + b
√

5 | a, b ∈ Q}. It possesses a
unique nontrivial automorphismσ such thatσ(a+ b

√
5) = a− b

√
5.

Let Γ be the subgroup ofG given byexpId γ, whereexpId : L(G) → G
is the exponential map and

γ :=

{(
A 0
0 σ(A)

)
| A ∈ L(H) with entries in the algebraic integers inK

}
⊂ L(G)

with σ(A)ij = σ(Aij). It can be shown thatΓ is a lattice ([62, Section 17.3]).
Define a Lie algebra automorphismΦ onL(G) by

Φ(X1) = λ1X1, Φ(Y1) = λ2
1Y1, Φ(Z1) = λ3

1Z1,

Φ(X2) = λ−1
1 X2, Φ(Y2) = λ−2

1 Y2, Φ(Z2) = λ−3
1 Z2,

whereλ1 = 3+
√

5
2

andλ2 = 3−
√

5
2

. There exists a unique automorphism
F : G → G with dF|Id = Φ. Sinceλ1 andλ2 are units inK, that is integers
whose inverses are also integers, andσ(λ1) = λ2 we haveF (Γ) = Γ. Thus,
F projects to an Anosov diffeomorphismf of Γ\G.
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The invariant splitting forf is T (Γ\G) = Es ⊕ Eu, whereEs is the
3-dimensional distribution generated byX2, Y2 andZ2 andEu is the 3-
dimensional distribution generated byX1, Y1 andZ1. Observe thatEu =
P ⊕ Q whereP is the 2-dimensional distribution generated byX1, Y1 and
Q is the 1-dimensional distribution generated byZ1. The distributionP is
intermediate and is not integrable. To see this note that thegeneratorsX1,
Y1 andZ1 induce three vector fieldsx1, y1 andz1 on g ∈ Γ\G such that
x1(g), y1(g) ∈ P (g) andz1(g) ∈ Q(g) for anyg ∈ Γ\G. Since the distri-
butionP is smooth, by the Frobenius theorem, its integrability would imply
that the Lie bracket[x1, y1] of vector fieldsx1 andy1 lies inP , contrary to
[X1, Y1] = Z1.

It follows from Theorem 4.9that nonintegrability in this example is an
open property.

5.2. Invariant families of local manifolds. Positive results are available,
however. After all, if1 < k < t then the intermediate distributionEk, is the
central distribution in the splitting

TM =
( k−1⊕

j=1

Ej

)
⊕Ek ⊕

( t⊕

j=k+1

Ej

)
,

so we can apply results ofSubsection 4.3andSubsection 4.4.
First, Theorem 4.10gives the class of smoothness of the leaves of the

foliationWk whenEk is integrable:

Theorem 5.1.With the notations of(3.2) and(3.3), supposeηk andmk are
the largest integers such thatµk−1 < ληk

k andµk < λmk

k+1, respectively, and
letnk = min{ηk, mk}. If Ek is integrable then the leaves of the correspond-
ing intermediate invariant foliationWk areCnk .

Note that the assumptions are closely related to those ofTheorem 3.3, but
the conclusion is complementary. The present result asserts smoothness of
leaves, whereasTheorem 3.3is about smooth dependence of the leaves on a
base point (when those leaves are known to be as smooth as the diffeomor-
phism byTheorem 3.2).

As to robustness of the integral foliationWk, we wish to applyTheorem 4.15.
This requires the additional assumption thatλk+1 > 1, which means thatf
is an Anosov diffeomorphism.

Theorem 5.2.AssumeWk is plaque expansive (e.g., smooth) and thatλk+1 >
1. Let g be aCq diffeomorphism sufficiently close tof in theC1 topology.
By Theorem 2.16, g possesses an invariant distribution(Ek)g correspond-
ing to Ek. This distribution is integrable and the corresponding foliation
(Wk)g is plaque expansive.
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Since the diffeomorphismf in the last theorem is Anosov, so isg. By the
structural stability theorem,f andg are topologically conjugate by a Hölder
homeomorphismh which is close to the identity map. It follows thath(Wk)
is ag-invariant foliation whose leaves are Hölder continuous submanifolds.
Theorem 5.2shows that the leaves of this foliation are indeed smooth of
classC`.3

Even if the distributionEk is integrable its leaves may not beCq. To
explain this phenomenon consider the linear mapA(x, y) = (λx, µy) of
the plane, where0 < λ < µ < 1. The origin is an attracting fixed point.
Thex-axis can be geometrically characterized as consisting of pointsP for
which

ρ(0, AnP ) ≤ λnρ(0, P ).

On the other hand any curveγC = {(x, y) : x = Cylogλ/log µ} is invariant
underA and consists of pointsP for which

ρ(0, AnP ) ≤ µnρ(0, P ).

Note that forlog λ/ logµ /∈ N (nonresonance) these curves are only finitely
differentiable except for they-axis (corresponding toC = 0). Therefore,
there is no “obvious” choice of a local leaf and it seems unlikely that the
intermediate foliation will happen to include the leaf thatis infinitely differ-
entiable.

However, if µk < 1 and some specialnonresonancecondition holds,
smooth leaves are realizable: the distributionEk admits an invariant family
of local manifolds{Vk(x)}x∈M which are as smooth as the mapf is—but
they may not constitute a foliation.

Theorem 5.3(Pesin [71]). Fix k such that0 < λk ≤ µk < 1 and assume the
nonresonance conditionN := [log λ1/ logµk] + 1 ≤ q and if j = 1, . . . , N ,
1 ≤ i < k then[(λk)

j, (µk)
j ] ∩ [λi, µi] = ∅.

Then for everyx ∈M there exists a local submanifoldVk(x) such that:

(1) x ∈ Vk(x) andTxVk(x) = Ek(x);
(2) f(Vk(x)) ⊂ Vk(f(x));
(3) Vk(x) ∈ Cq;
(4) for anyx ∈ M the collection of local manifolds{Vk(x)}x∈M is

the only collection ofCN local manifolds that satisfiesTxVk(x) =
Ek(x), f(Vk(x)) ⊂ Vk(f(x)), and

sup
1≤s≤N

sup
x∈M

‖dsVk(x)‖ ≤ const.

3
h(Wk) is an integral foliation because by a lemma of Hirsch–Pugh–Shub, normally

hyperbolic manifolds are unique and robust in theC
0-topology.
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Remark 5.4. The nonintegrable intermediate distributionP for the diffeo-
morphism inSubsection 5.1does not satisfy the nonresonance condition.

5.3. Lack of smoothness of the intermediate foliations.The following
example illustrates the possible lack of smoothness of leaves for intermedi-
ate distributions. Consider an automorphismA of the torusT3 with eigen-
valuesλi, i = 1, 2, 3, such that0 < λ1 < λ2 < 1 < λ3. We have an
invariant splitting

TT3 =
3⊕

i=1

Ei,A.

Assumelog λ1/ log λ2 /∈ Z (nonresonance), and letN = [log λ1/ log λ2]+1.
Consider the foliationW2,A associated toE2,A. By Theorem 5.1anyC∞

diffeomorphismf sufficientlyC1-close toA possesses an invariant foliation
W2,f tangent toE2,f and withCN−1 leaves. In general, the leavesW2,f(x)
cannot be more thanCN−1 smooth for a “large” set of pointsx ∈M . Hence,
they are different from the local submanifolds given by the preceding theo-
rem, since these submanifolds are of classCN (indeed, of classC∞ in this
particular case).

Theorem 5.5(Jiang, de la Llave, Pesin [61]). In any neighborhoodη ofA
in the spaceDiff1(T3) there existsG ∈ η such that

(1) G is aC∞ diffeomorphism and topologically conjugate toA;
(2) G admits an invariant splitting

TT3 =
3⊕

i=1

Ei,G

withEi,G close toEi,A and integrable; the integral manifoldWi,G(x)
passing throughx is of classCN−1 but notCN for somex ∈ T3;

(3) the set of points{x | Wi,G(x) is not of classCN} is a residual sub-
set ofT3.

6. FAILURE OF ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY

Let W be a foliation ofM with smooth leaves andV (x), x ∈ M , the
local leaf passing throughx. In our discussion of the stable and unstable
foliations inSection 3we discussed the question of absolute continuity:

If E ⊂ B(x, q) is a Borel set of positive volume, can the
intersectionE ∩ V (y) have zero Lebesgue measure (with
respect to the Riemannian volume onV (y)) for almost every
y ∈ E?
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6.1. An example of a foliation that is not absolutely continuous.We
describe a scheme due to Katok for producing partially hyperbolic maps
whose central foliation fails to be absolutely continuous in the strongest
possible way: there is a set of full measure that intersects each leaf of the
foliation in at most one point. This phenomenon is known as “Fubini’s
nightmare” since the Fubini theorem fails with respect to this foliation in
the strongest possible way. (An example of this construction on an annulus
was widely circulated from 1992 [33], and in 1997 a version on the square
was published [66]). We thank Keith Burns for providing the presentation
rendered here.

Let A be the hyperbolic automorphism of the torusT2 defined by the
matrix

(
2 1
1 1

)
.

There is a family{ft | t ∈ [0, 1]} of diffeomorphisms preserving the aream
and satisfying the following conditions:

(1) ft is a small perturbation ofA for everyt ∈ [0, 1];
(2) ft depends smoothly ont;
(3) l′(t) 6= 0, wherel(t) is the larger eigenvalue of the derivative offt

at its fixed point.

The diffeomorphismsft are all Anosov, conjugate toA, and ergodic with
respect tom. For anys andt in [0, 1], the mapsfs andft are conjugate via
a unique homeomorphismhst close to the identity, i.e.,ft = hst ◦ fs ◦ h−1

st .
The homeomorphismhst is Hölder continuous. Letmst be the pushforward
of m by hst. Thenmst is an ergodic invariant measure forft. Using the
condition onl(t) and the following lemma, we see thatm 6= mst unless
s = t.

Lemma 6.1 (de la Llave [64]). Supposef, g : T2 → T2 are smooth area-
preserving Anosov diffeomorphisms that are conjugate via an area-preserving
homeomorphismh. Letp be a periodic point forf with least periodk. Then
Dfk(p) andDgk(h(p)) have the same eigenvalues up to sign.

Proof. Let λ andλ′ be the eigenvalues ofDfk(p) andDgk(h(p)) respec-
tively that lie inside the unit circle. Sincef andg are area-preserving, the
other eigenvalues ofDfk(p) andDgk(h(p)) are1/λ and1/λ′ respectively.
Choosex ∈ W u

loc(p; f) r {p} andy ∈ W s
loc(p; f) r {p} that are not equal

to p. LetRn be the smallest “rectangle” bounded by (parts of)W s
loc(p; f),

W s
loc(f

−kn(x); f), W u
loc(p; f), andW u

loc(f
kn(y); f). Let R′

n be the small-
est “rectangle” bounded by (parts of)W s

loc(h(p); g), W
s
loc(h(f

−kn(x)); g),
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W u
loc(h(p); g), andW u

loc(h(f
kn(y)); g). Then

lim
n→∞

area(Rn+1)

area(Rn)
= λ2k and lim

n→∞

area(R′
n+1)

area(Rn)
= λ′

2k
.

On the other hand, the conjugacyh takesRn to R′
n for anyn. Sinceh is

area-preserving, it follows thatλ = ±λ′. �

A point isgenericwith respect to an invariant measure if the forward and
backward Birkhoff averages of any continuous function are defined at the
point and are equal to integral of the function with respect to the measure.
If x is generic forfs with respect tom, thenhst(x) is generic forft with
respect tomst and hence is not generic forft with respect tom, unless
s = t. (To see this, note that the Birkhoff averages of a continuous function
ϕ along theft-orbit ofhst(x) are the same as the Birkhoff averages ofϕ◦hst
along thefs orbit of x.)

Now consider the diffeomorphismF : T2 × [0, 1] → T2 × [0, 1] given
by F (x, t) = (ft(x), t). We have just observed that for anyx ∈ T2 the set
H(x) = {(h0t(x), t) | t ∈ [0, 1]} contains at most one element of the setG

of points(y, t) ∈ T2 × [0, 1] such thaty is generic forft with respect tom.
Now,F is a small perturbation ofA×id[0,1] and thus partially hyperbolic.

It follows from Theorem 4.11thatF has a center foliation whose leaves are
small perturbations of the intervals{x} × [0, 1] for x ∈ T2. SinceF maps
the tori T2 × {t} into themselves, it is easily seen that the leaves ofW c

F

are`-normally hyperbolic for anỳ , and hence areC∞ by Theorem 4.10.
On the other hand, for eachx ∈ T2, the leaf ofW c

F that passes through
(x, 0) ∈ T2 × [0, 1] isH(x).

The setG of generic points forF has full measure with respect tom in
each torusT2 ×{t} and hence has full Lebesgue measure inT2 × [0, 1], but,
as observed above, it intersects each center leaf in at most one point.

To construct an analogous example onT2 × S1 use two periodic points
simultaneously instead of the one fixed point. The example here is con-
structed in such a way thatl(t) = l(s) ⇒ t = s. For a continuous
parametrization usingt ∈ S1 this won’t work, but starting from the map
A2 instead, which has several fixed points, we use perturbations for which
the largest eigenvaluesl1(t) and l2(t) at two fixed pointsx1(t) andx2(t)
satisfy l1(t) = l1(s) andl2(t) = l2(s) ⇒ t = s (mod 1). For example,
makel′1(t) > 0 on (0, 1/2), l′1(t) < 0 on (1/2, 1) andl′2(t) = 0 on (0, 1/2),
l′1(t) > 0 on (1/2, 3/4), l′2(t) < 0 on (3/4, 1).

6.2. Pathological foliations. We saw earlier that even in terms of exis-
tence, uniqueness and smoothness of leaves the central foliation is a rather
more delicate entity than the members of the stable and unstable filtrations,
and the preceding example shows that if there is a central foliation at all
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it may fail to be absolutely continuous. It turns out that this is not at all
exceptional.

Let A be an area-preserving linear hyperbolic automorphism of the 2-
dimensional torusT2. Consider the mapF = A × Id of the 3-dimensional
torusT3 = T2 × S1. Any sufficiently smallC1 perturbationG of F is
uniformly partially hyperbolic with 1-dimensional central distribution. The
latter is integrable to a continuous foliationW c of M with compact leaves
(they are diffeomorphic toS1; this foliation can be shown to be Hölder
continuous [80]). There is a perturbationG of F which preserves volume
and has nonzero Lyapunov exponents in the central direction[84] (see also
[41]). In this case the central foliation is not absolutely continuous: for
almost everyx ∈M the conditional measure (generated by the Riemannian
volume) on the leafW c(x) of the central foliation passing throughx has
finite support [81].

We describe a more general version of this result. Let(X, ν) be a proba-
bility space andf : X → X an invertible transformation that preserves the
measureν and is ergodic with respect toν. Let M be ann-dimensional
smooth compact Riemannian manifold andϕ : X → Diff1+α(M). Assume
that the skew-product transformation

F : X ×M → X ×M, F (x, y) = (f(x), ϕx(y))

is Borel measurable and possesses an invariant ergodic measureµ onX×M
such thatπ∗µ = ν, whereπ : X ×M → X is the projection.

Forx ∈ X andk ∈ Z defineϕ(k)
x : M →M by

ϕ(k+1)
x = ϕfk(x) ◦ ϕ(k)

x ,

whereϕ(0)
x = Id. Since the tangent bundle toM is measurably trivial the

derivative map ofϕ along theM direction gives a cocycle

A : X ×M × Z → GL(n,R),

whereA(x, y, k) = dyϕ
(k)
x . If log+ ‖dϕ‖ ∈ L1(X ×M,µ) then the Mul-

tiplicative Ergodic Theorem and ergodicity ofµ imply that the Lyapunov
exponentsχ1 < · · · < χ` of this cocycle are constant forµ-almost every
(x, y).

Theorem 6.2(Ruelle, Wilkinson [81]). If for someγ > 0 the functionϕ
satisfies

(6.1) log+ ‖dϕ‖γ ∈ L1(X, ν),

where‖ · ‖γ is theγ-Hölder norm, and ifχ` < 0 then there exists a set
S ⊂ X×M of full measure andk ∈ N such thatcard(S∩ ({x}×M)) = k
for almost everyx ∈ X.
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This phenomenon is rather typical.

Definition 6.3. A partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism that preserves a smooth
measure is said to havenegative central exponentsif the Lyapunov expo-
nents in the central direction are negative almost everywhere.

Conjecture 6.4. The central foliation of a ”typical” partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism with negative central exponents is not absolutely continu-
ous.

Mañé proved (unpublished) that if the central foliation is one-dimensional
and has compact leaves then this foliation is not absolutelycontinuous pro-
vided the Lyapunov exponent in the central direction is nonzero on a set of
positive measure.4 Hirayama and Pesin [54] showed that the central folia-
tion is not absolutely continuous if it has compact leaves and f is “central
dissipative”, i.e., the sum of the central exponents is nonzero on a set of
positive measure (here, negative, positive or zero exponents can be present).
Note that partially hyperbolic central dissipative diffeomorphisms whose
central foliation has compact leaves form an open set in the space ofC1

diffeomorphisms and that any partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism whose
central foliation has compact leaves can be perturbed to become central dis-
sipative.

This motivates the question whether one can perturb a partially hyper-
bolic system with all central Lyapunov exponents zero to a system with
negative central exponents. This has been shown to be true insome partic-
ular cases (see [8, 42, 12, 15]) but remains unknown otherwise.

Conjecture 6.5. Given a partially hyperbolic dynamical systemf whose
central Lyapunov exponents are zero, there exists a partially hyperbolic dy-
namical system with negative central exponents arbitrarily close tof .

7. ACCESSIBILITY AND STABLE ACCESSIBILITY

We now begin our study of the ergodic theory of partially hyperbolic
dynamical systems. The strategy for establishing ergodicity is based on
suitable extensions of the Hopf argument [57], see also [62, p. 217], and we
describe it here in order to explain the main object of the present section.

The Hopf argument establishes ergodicity of a uniformly hyperbolic dif-
feomorphism as follows. By the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem, ergodicity
means that for everyL1-functionϕ (byL1-densityϕ is without loss of gen-
erality continuous, hence uniformly continuous by compactness) the time
averages or Birkhoff averagesϕn := 1

n

∑n−1
i=0 ϕ ◦ fn converge to a constant

a.e. Uniform continuity ofϕ and the contraction of stable leaves imply that

4We thank A. Wilkinson for providing us with this information
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the limit function is constant on stable leaves, and likewise for “backwards”
time averages (obtained analogously fromf−1) on unstable leaves. Since
the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem implies that the forward and backward limits
exist and agree a.e., one deduces that these are constant a.e. from the fact
that this holds on stable and unstable leaves separately, using absolute con-
tinuity: “Almost everywhere on almost every leaf” is the same as “almost
everywhere”.

For partially hyperbolic dynamical systems the same argument can be at-
tempted, but first of all, one cannot use all three foliationsbecause the Hopf
argument relies on contraction in either forward or backward time to con-
clude that an invariant function is constant on leaves. The center foliation
lacks this feature (and may, moreover, fail to be absolutelycontinuous as we
have seen, which would cause problems in the later stage of the argument).
On the other hand, in this case it is not clear that any two nearby points have
a heteroclinic point. Put differently, in the hyperbolic situation one can join
any two nearby points by a path consisting of two short segments, one each
in a stable and an unstable leaf. (We call such a path aus-path.) This may
not be the case in a partially hyperbolic system, as one sees,for example,
in the case of cartesian products of a hyperbolic dynamical system with the
identity, which are evidently not ergodic. More to the point, joint integrabil-
ity of the stable and unstable foliations limits these connections to pairs of
points that lie in the same joint stable-unstable leaf. Thismotivates interest
in how joint integrability can fail. It is conceivable, for example, that there
are situations in which the foliations are jointly integrable in some places
but not in others, or cases in which they are not jointly integrable but nev-
ertheless both subordinate to a common foliation the dimension of whose
leaves is larger than the sum of stable and unstable dimensions. Whether
these are possible is not very well understood, and the question of which of
these situations may occur in examples is of interest in its own right.

In terms of salvaging the Hopf argument, say, it would be natural to make
the assumption that any two nearby points can be joined by aus-path con-
sisting of two short segments in a stable and unstable leaf, respectively (“ac-
cessibility by aus-path with short legs”). This should be relatively easy to
use. Under the name of “local transitivity” it was imposed byBrin and Pesin
[30], but it turned out to be too restrictive to be widely applicable. There-
fore one wishes to explore weaker assumptions that are stillstrong enough
to yield topological or measurable irreducibility. One canrelax this assump-
tion by allowing “long legs”, i.e., by requiring only that two nearby points
be connected by aus-path whose stable and unstable pieces may be rather
long. On the other hand, one may allow the connection to be established by
a path consisting of a multitude of pieces that lie alternatingly in stable and
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unstable leaves. If one simultaneously drops the requirement that the legs
be short, one obtains the notion of accessibility that is nowin use.

While it is intuitive to present this notion in terms of paths, and these are
used in proving topological transitivity, they are not employed in proofs of
ergodicity. The most obvious technical difficulty with these would be that
the transition points between stable and unstable segmentsmust have the
same forward and backward Birkhoff averages for the function at hand in
order for the Hopf argument to work. But this may be tricky to arrange.
Therefore one argues directly with the algebras of sets in the proofs of er-
godicity, as explained in the next section.

7.1. The Accessibility property.

Definition 7.1. Let f be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism of a compact
Riemannian manifoldM .

Two pointsp, q ∈ M are said to beaccessible, if there are pointszi ∈ M
with z0 = p, z` = q, such thatzi ∈ V α(zi−1) for i = 1, . . . , ` andα = s or
u. The collection of pointsz0, z1, . . . , z` is called theus-pathconnectingp
andq and is denoted variously by[p, q]f = [p, q] = [z0, z1, . . . , z`]. (Note
that there is an actual path fromp to q that consists of pieces of smooth
curves on local stable or unstable manifolds with thezi as endpoints.)

Accessibility is an equivalence relation and the collection of points ac-
cessible from a given pointp is called theaccessibility classof p.

A diffeomorphismf is said to have theaccessibility propertyif the ac-
cessibility class of any point is the whole manifoldM , or, in other words, if
any two points are accessible.

If f has the accessibility property then the distributionEs ⊕ Eu is not
integrable (and therefore, the stable and unstable foliations,W s andW u,
are not jointly integrable). Otherwise, the accessibilityclass of anyp ∈ M
would be the leaf of the corresponding foliation passing throughp.

There is a weaker version of accessibility which provides a useful tool in
studying topological transitivity off .

Definition 7.2. Givenε > 0, we say thatf is ε-accessibleif for every open
ballB of radiusε the union of accessibility classes passing throughB isM .

An equivalent requirement is that the accessibility class of any point
should enter every open ball of radiusε, i.e., beε-dense. Clearly, iff is
accessible then it isε-accessible for anyε. It is not hard to check that a
perturbation of an accessible dynamical system isε-accessible:

Proposition 7.3. If a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphismf has the acces-
sibility property andε > 0 then
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(1) there exist̀ > 0 andR > 0 such that for anyp, q ∈M one can find
a us-path that starts atp, ends within distanceε/2 of q, and has at
most` legs, each of them with length at mostR;

(2) there exists a neighborhoodU of f in the spaceDiff2(M) such that
everyg ∈ U is ε-accessible.

Often, an “almost-everywhere” accessibility notion is adequate:

Definition 7.4. We say thatf has theessential accessibility propertyif
the partition ofM by the accessibility classes is trivial in the measure-
theoretical sense, i.e., any measurable set that consists of accessibility classes
has measure zero or one.

7.2. Accessibility and topological transitivity. It is not hard to see that
accessibility plus volume-preservation produce a fair amount of recurrence.

Definition 7.5 ([3]). Givenε > 0 we say that an orbit isε-denseif the points
of the orbit form anε-net. Clearly, a trajectory{fn(x)}n∈Z is everywhere
dense inM if and only if it is ε-dense for everyε > 0.

We say that a pointx ∈M is forward (respectively,backward) recurrent
if for any r > 0 there existsn > 0 (respectively,n < 0) such thatfn(x) ∈
B(x, r). If a pointx is forward (respectively, backward) recurrent then for
any r > 0 there exists a sequencenk → +∞ (respectively,nk → −∞)
such thatfnk(x) ∈ B(x, r).

Theorem 7.6(Burns, Dolgopyat, Pesin [32]). If a partially hyperbolic dif-
feomorphismf is ε-accessible and preserves a smooth measure then almost
every orbit off is ε-dense.

Proof. Fix an open ballB of radiusε. Say that a point isgood if it has a
neighborhood of which almost every point has an iterate inB. We must
show that everyp ∈ M is good.

Fix p ∈ M . Sincef is ε-accessible, there is aus-path[z0, . . . , zk] with
z0 ∈ B andzk = p. Thenz0 is good, and we show by induction onj that
eachzj is good.

If zj has a neighborhoodN such thatO(x) ∩ B 6= ∅ for almost every
x ∈ N let S be the subset ofN consisting of points with this property
that are also both forward and backward recurrent. By the Poincaré Recur-
rence Theorem [3, Theorem 3.4.1],S has full measure inN . If x ∈ S and
y ∈ W s(x) ∪W u(x) thenO(y) ∩ B 6= ∅. The absolute continuity of the
foliationsW s andW u means that

⋃
x∈S(W

s(x) ∪W u(x)) has full measure
in the set

⋃
x∈N(W s(x) ∪W u(x)), which is a neighborhood ofzj+1. �

Corollary 7.7 (Brin [23]). Let f be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
of a compact Riemannian manifoldM that preserves a smooth measure on
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M and has the accessibility property. Then for almost every point x ∈ M
the trajectory{fn(x)}n∈Z is dense inM . In particular,f is topologically
transitive.

Remark 7.8. In fact, Brin proved this using only that every point is nonwan-
dering. This holds in particular when the map preserves a smooth measure
as well as when periodic points are dense.

One can relax accessibility to essential accessibility:

Theorem 7.9(Burns, Dolgopyat, Pesin [32]). If a partially hyperbolic dif-
feomorphismf is essentially accessible and preserves a smooth measure
then it is topologically transitive.

The assumption thatf preserves a smooth measure cannot be dropped in
general.

Theorem 7.10(Nitică, Török [67]). ConsiderF = f × Id : M × S1 →
M × S1 wheref is a C1 Anosov diffeomorphism ofM . There exists a
C1 neighborhood ofF whose elements are accessible but not topologically
transitive.

Proof. By Theorem 7.12below (see alsoTheorem 7.13) there is aC1-open
andC1-dense set of accessibleC1-small perturbations ofF , so it suffices
to construct an open set of nontransitive diffeomorphisms.Chooseh ∈
Diff1(S1) as close to the identity as desired withh having an attracting fixed
point. There are open neighborhoodsU, V ⊂ S1 of this point withh(Ū) ⊂
V ⊂ V̄ ⊂ U . If g := f × h theng(M × Ū) ⊂ M × V and any map that
is C0 close tog has the same property. Note that such a transformation is
not topologically transitive because each positive semiorbit has at most one
element in the open setM × (U r V̄ ). �

7.3. Stability of accessibility. Accessibility allows one to salvage the Hopf
argument for ergodicity. Since we are also interested in stable ergodicity, it
is natural to begin by looking at stable accessibility.

Definition 7.11. A diffeomorphismf is said to bestably accessibleif there
exists a neighborhoodU of f in the spaceDiff1(M) (or in the spaceDiff1(M, ν)
whereν is anf -invariant Borel probability measure) such that any diffeo-
morphismg ∈ U has the accessibility property.

7.3.1. General theory.The study of stable accessibility is based on the
quadrilateral argumentfirst introduced by Brin [24]. Roughly speaking
it goes as follows (we assume for simplicity that the centraldistribution
Ec is integrable). Given a pointp ∈ M , consider a4-leggedus-path
[z0, z1, z2, z3, z4] originating atz0 = p. We connectzi−1 with zi by a ge-
odesicγi lying in the corresponding stable or unstable manifold and we
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obtain the curveΓp =
⋃

1≤i≤4 γi. We parameterize it byt ∈ [0, 1] with
Γp(0) = p.

If the distributionEs ⊕ Eu were integrable (and hence, the accessibility
property forf would fail) the endpointz4 = Γp(1) would lie on the leaf of
the corresponding foliation passing throughp. Therefore, one can hope to
achieve accessibility if one can arrange a 4-leggedus-path in such a way that
Γp(1) ∈ W c(p) andΓp(1) 6= p. In this case the pathΓp can be homotoped
through 4-leggedus-paths originating atp to the trivial path so that the
endpoints stay inW c(p) during the homotopy and form a continuous curve.
Such a situation is usually persistent under small perturbations of f and
hence leads to stable accessibility.

We note that all current applications of stable accessibility are to dynam-
ically coherent systems.

The first substantial result is that the accessibility property is C1 generic
in the space of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms, volume-preserving or
not.

Theorem 7.12(Dolgopyat, Wilkinson [43]). Let q ≥ 1, f ∈ Diffq(M) (or
f ∈ Diffq(M, ν), whereν is a smooth invariant measure onM) be partially
hyperbolic. Then for every neighborhoodU ⊂ Diff1(M) (respectively,U ⊂
Diff1(M, ν)) of f there exists aCq diffeomorphismg ∈ U which is stably
accessible.

An outline of the proof of this theorem in the special case when the central
distributionEc is 1-dimensional and integrable can be found in [72].

In the special case when the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism has 1-
dimensional center bundle, accessibility can be shown to bean open dense
property in the space of diffeomorphisms of classC2 (see [39]).

7.3.2. Results in special cases.Theorem 7.12can be improved in some
special cases. In the remainder of this subsection we consider skew products
over Anosov diffeomorphisms satisfying (2.12), time-t maps of suspension
flows and group extensions over Anosov diffeomorphisms. These systems
are partially hyperbolic and hence so are small perturbations. Their central
distribution is integrable and the corresponding central foliation has com-
pact smooth leaves. The proofs of accessibility exploit various versions of
Brin’s quadrilateral argument, and outlines can be found in[72].

7.3.3. Skew products over Anosov diffeomorphisms.In the context ofSubsubsection 2.2.4
we get

Theorem 7.13(Nitică, Török [67]). If M is a connected manifold then there
is a neighborhood ofF in Diffq(M×S1) or Diffq(M×S1, ν×m) in which
stable accessibility is open and dense.
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7.3.4. Suspension flows.

Theorem 7.14(Brin [26], Talitskaya [88], [72]). Let Tt be the suspension
flow (see[3, Sections 1.3j, 2.2j, 5.2j, 6.5d]) over aCq Anosov diffeomor-
phism with roof functionH : M → R+. There exists an open and dense set
U of Cq functionsH : M → R+ such that the suspension flowTt is stably
accessible.

7.3.5. Group extensions.LetG be a compact connected Lie group,f : M →
M aCq Anosov diffeomorphism, andϕ : M → G aCq function. Consider
theG-extension

F = Fϕ : M ×G→M ×G, Fϕ(x, y) = (f(x), ϕ(x)y)

of f . SeeSubsection 2.2.

Theorem 7.15(Brin [24], Burns, Wilkinson [37]). For every neighborhood
U ⊂ Cq(M,G) of ϕ there is aψ ∈ U such thatFψ is stably accessible. In
other words, stably accessible group extensions are dense in the space of
Cq group extensions over the Anosov diffeomorphismf .

7.3.6. Time-tmaps of an Anosov flow.Letϕt be an Anosov flow on a com-
pact smooth Riemannian manifoldM . It turns out that stable accessibility
of the time-1 diffeomorphism depends on whether the distributionEs ⊕Eu

is integrable, i.e., whether the stable and unstable foliations,W s andW u,
of the time-1 map are jointly integrable. First, let us comment on joint inte-
grability.

Fix ε > 0. Given a pointx ∈M , consider a local smooth submanifold

Π(x) =
⋃

y∈Bu(x,ε)

⋃

−ε≤τ≤ε
ϕτ (y)

throughx. Forx, x′ ∈ M let πx,x′ : Π(x) → Π(x′) be the holonomy map
generated by the family of local stable manifolds. The foliationsW s and
W u are jointly integrable if for every y ∈ Π(x) the image of the local
unstable leafV u(y) underπx,x′ is the local unstable leafV u(πx,x′(y)).

Theorem 7.16(Burns, Pugh, Wilkinson [35]). Assume the stable and un-
stable foliations of the flow are not jointly integrable. Then the time-1 map
ϕ1 is stably accessible.

By verifying the hypotheses ofTheorem 7.16one can establish stable
accessibility of the time-1 map for

(1) geodesic flows on negatively curved manifolds (more generally, con-
tact flows; Katok, Kononenko, [63]);

(2) C2 volume-preserving flows on compact 3-manifolds that are not
special flows with a constant height function (Burns, Pugh, Wilkin-
son, [35]).
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We close this section with two conjectures about accessibility.

Conjecture 7.17.A partially hyperbolic dynamical system with the acces-
sibility property is stably accessible.

This conjecture fails if one replaces accessibility by essential accessibility
due to an example by Brin [36].

Conjecture 7.18. The space of stably accessible partially hyperbolic dy-
namical systems is open and dense in theCr topology for anyr ≥ 1. (This
is known forr = 1 by [43].)

8. THE PUGH–SHUB ERGODICITY THEORY

8.1. Conditions for ergodicity. Let f be aC2 diffeomorphism of a smooth
compact Riemannian manifoldM that is partially hyperbolic and that pre-
serves a smooth measureν. To study ergodicity off one uses a version of
the Hopf argument [2, 62, 31, 72] adapted to the case of partially hyperbolic
systems.

Let B be the Borelσ-algebra ofM . Say thatx, y ∈M are stably equiva-
lent if

ρ(fn(x), fn(y)) → 0 asn→ +∞,

and unstably equivalent if

ρ(fn(x), fn(y)) → 0 asn→ −∞.

Stable and unstable equivalence classes induce two partitions ofM , and we
denote byS andU, the Borelσ-algebras they generate. Recall that for an
algebraA ⊂ B its saturated algebra is the set

Sat(A) = {B ∈ B : there existsA ∈ A with ν(A4B) = 0}.
It follows from the Hopf argument thatf is ergodic if

(8.1) Sat(S) ∩ Sat(U) = T,

whereT is the trivial algebra.
For an Anosov diffeomorphismf the stable equivalence class containing

a pointx is the leafW s(x) of the stable foliation. Similarly, the unstable
equivalence class containingx is the leafW u(x) of the unstable foliation.
Theσ-algebraS consists of those Borel setsS for whichW s(x) ⊂ S when-
everx ∈ S, and theσ-algebraU consists of those Borel setsU for which
W u(x) ⊂ U wheneverx ∈ U . The relation (8.1) holds by absolute conti-
nuity of stable and unstable foliations, which proves ergodicity for Anosov
diffeomorphisms.

If a diffeomorphismf is partially hyperbolic the stable and unstable fo-
liationsW s andW u of M also generate Borelσ-algebrasMs andMu, re-
spectively, soS ⊂ Ms and U ⊂ Mu (note that stable and unstable sets
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containing a pointx may be larger thanW s(x) andW u(x) due to possible
contractions and expansions along the central directions). It follows that

Sat(S) ∩ Sat(U) ⊂ Sat(Ms) ∩ Sat(Mu).

If f is accessible thenSat(Ms ∩ Mu) = T. In fact, essential accessibil-
ity (Definition 7.4) is enough. Iff is essentially accessible then ergodicity
would follow from

(8.2) Sat(Ms) ∩ Sat(Mu) ⊂ Sat(Ms ∩ Mu)

(the opposite inclusion is obvious). We describe conditions that guarantee
this.

Theorem 8.1. A volume-preserving essentially accessible dynamically co-
herent partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with absolutely continuous foli-
ationsW cs andW cu (seeDefinition 4.4andSubsection 3.2) is ergodic.

Proof. (8.2) follows from the conditions of the theorem. �

The assumption that the foliationsW cs andW cu are absolutely continu-
ous is very strong. It holds for example, when the center foliation is smooth
(more generally, Lipschitz continuous). However, “typically” the center fo-
liation is not even absolutely continuous (seeSubsection 6.2). Here is a
more “practical” yet still technical assumption.

Definition 8.2 ([38]). We say thatf is center-bunchedif max{µ1, λ
−1
3 } <

λ2/µ2 in (2.7).

This definition due to Burns and Wilkinson imposes a much weaker con-
straint than earlier versions; they show in [38] that this assumption suffices
to get the following:

Theorem 8.3. A partially hyperbolic (essentially) accessible dynamically
coherent center-bunched diffeomorphism is ergodic.

Grayson, Pugh Shub [45] proved this theorem for small perturbations of
the time one map of the geodesic flow on a surface of constant negative
curvature. Wilkinson in her thesis extended their result tosmall perturba-
tions of the time-one map of the geodesic flow on an arbitrary surface of
negative curvature. Then Pugh and Shub in [77, 78] proved the theorem
assuming a stronger center bunching condition. The proof ofthe theorem in
the form stated here (with a weaker center bunching condition) was obtained
by Burns and Wilkinson in [38].

The way to establish (8.2) without absolute continuity of the center-stable
and center-unstable foliation is through the use of a collection of special
sets at every pointx ∈ M called juliennes, Jn(x) (they resemble slivered
vegetables). We shall describe a construction of these setswhich assures
that
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(J1) Jn(x) form a basis of the topology.
(J2) Jn(x) form a basis of the Borelσ-algebra. More precisely, letZ be

a Borel set; a pointx ∈ Z is said to bejulienne denseif

lim
n→+∞

ν(Jn(x) ∩ Z)

ν(Jn(x))
= 1.

LetD(Z) be the set of all julienne dense points ofZ. Then

D(Z) = Z (mod 0).

(J3) IfZ ∈ Sat(Ms) ∩ Sat(Mu), thenD(Z) ∈ Sat(Ms ∩ Mu).

Properties (J1)–(J3) imply (8.2).
Note that the collection of ballsB(x, 1/n) satisfies requirements (J1) and

(J2) but not (J3). Juliennes can be viewed as balls “distorted” by the dy-
namics in the following sense. Fix an integern ≥ 0, a pointx ∈ M and
numbersτ, σ such that0 < τ < σ < 1. Denote by

Bs
n(x, τ) = {y ∈W s(x) | ρ(f−k(x), f−k(y)) ≤ τk},

Bu
n(x, τ) = {y ∈W u(x) | ρ(fk(x), fk(y)) ≤ τk}.

and define the julienne

Jn(x) := [Jcsn (x) × Bu
n(x, τ)] ∩ [Bs

n(x, τ) × Jcun (x)],

where the local foliation products

Jcsn (x) = Bs
n(x, τ) ×Bc(x, σn), Jcun (x) = Bu

n(x, τ) ×Bc(x, σn)

are thecenter stableandcenter unstable juliennes, andBc(x, σn) is the ball
in W c(x) centered atx of radiusσn. One may think ofJn(x) as a substitute
forBs

n(x, τ)×Bc(x, σn)×Bu
n(x, τ), which is only well-defined if the stable

and unstable foliations are jointly integrable.
The proof of (J1)–(J3) is based on the the following properties of juli-

ennes:

(1) scaling: If k ≥ 0 thenν(Jn(x))/ν(Jn+k(x)) is bounded, uniformly
in n ∈ N;

(2) engulfing: there is` ≥ 0 such that, for anyx, y ∈ M , if Jn+`(x) ∩
Jn+`(y) 6= ∅ thenJn+`(x) ∪ Jn+`(y) ⊂ Jn(x);

(3) quasi-conformality: there isk ≥ 0 such that ifx, y ∈ M are con-
nected by an arc on an unstable manifold that has length≤ 1 then
the holonomy mapπ : V cs(x) → V cs(y) generated by the family
of local unstable manifolds (seeSubsection 3.2) satisfiesJcsn+k(y) ⊂
π(Jcsn (x)) ⊂ Jcsn−k(y).

The properties (1) and (2) are possessed by the family of balls in Euclidean
space and they underlie the proof of the Lebesgue Density Theorem. One
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can use these properties to show that juliennes are density bases. The center-
unstable juliennes are a density basis onW cu(x) with respect to the smooth
conditional measureνW cu onW cu(x), the center-stable juliennes are a den-
sity basis onW cs(x) with respect to the smooth conditional measureνW cs

onW cs(x), and the juliennes are a density basis onM with respect to the
smooth measureν.

Juliennes,Jn(x), are small but highly eccentric sets in the sense that the
ratio of their diameter to their inner diameter increases with n (the inner
diameter of a set is the diameter of the largest ball it contains). In general,
sets of such shape may not form density bases, but juliennes do because their
elongation and eccentricity are controlled by the dynamics; in particular,
they nest in a way similar to balls.

Quasi-conformality is what is needed to prove Property (J3). Roughly
speaking it means that the holonomy map (almost) preserves the shape of
juliennes.

Conjecture 8.4.A partially hyperbolic dynamical system preserving a smooth
measure and with the accessibility property is ergodic.

8.2. The Pugh–Shub Stable-Ergodicity Theorem.

Definition 8.5. Let q ≥ 1. A Cq diffeomorphismf of a compactCq Rie-
mannian manifoldM preserving a smooth measureν is said to bestably
ergodicif anyC1-small perturbation off preservingν is ergodic.

Stable ergodicity imposes some conditions on the map. Bochi, Fayad
and Pujals [15] showed that there is an open and dense set ofC1+α stably
ergodic (with respect to a smooth measure) diffeomorphismswith nonzero
Lyapunov exponents (this answers a problem posed in [32]).

A stably ergodic diffeomorphismf need not be partially hyperbolic, Tahz-
ibi, [87]. However, it possesses adominated splitting, i.e., the tangent space
splits into two invariant subspacesE andF such that forn ∈ N,

‖dfn � E(x)‖‖df−n � F (fn(x))‖ ≤ Cλn

with uniform C > 0 and0 < λ < 1. This was proved by Arbieto and
Matheus assuming thatf is C1+ε and volume preserving ([11]). On the
other hand iff is a symplectic stably ergodic diffeomorphism thenf must
be partially hyperbolic [58].

To establish stable ergodicity of a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
f one can check whether the hypotheses ofTheorem 8.3are stable under
small perturbations.

(1) If f is dynamically coherent and the central foliationW c is of class
C1 then every diffeomorphismg which is sufficiently close tof
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in theC1 topology is dynamically coherent (seeTheorem 4.11and
Theorem 4.15).

(2) If f is center-bunched then every diffeomorphismg which is suffi-
ciently close tof in theC1 topology is center-bunched.

Thus, for dynamically coherent center-bunched partially hyperbolic diffeo-
morphisms, stable ergodicity follows from stable accessibility:

Theorem 8.6([78, 79]). A dynamically coherent center-bunched stably (es-
sentially) accessible partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism that preserves a
smooth measureν and has a smooth or plaque-expansive center foliation is
stably ergodic (and stably K[62, Sections 3.6k, 3.7j], [37, Corollary 1.2]).

Conjecture 8.7.A partially hyperbolic dynamical system preserving a smooth
measure and with the accessibility property is stably ergodic. (This would
follow from Conjecture7.17and Conjecture8.4.)

Conjecture 8.8. Stably ergodic diffeomorphisms are open and dense in the
space ofCr partially hyperbolic dynamical systems forr ≥ 1. (This would
follow from Conjecture7.18and Conjecture8.4.)

CombiningTheorem 8.6with the results inSubsection 7.3we obtain sev-
eral classes of stably ergodic systems:

8.2.1. Skew product maps over Anosov diffeomorphisms.If F = f × Id :
M × S1 →M × S1 then there is a neighborhoodU of F in Diff2(M × S1)
or Diff2(M × S1, ν ×m) such that stable ergodicity is open and dense inU

(herem is the length).

8.2.2. Suspension flows over Anosov diffeomorphisms.There exists an open
and dense set ofCq functionsH : M → R+ such that the suspension flow
Tt with the roof functionH is stably ergodic. Field, Melbourne and Török
[47] strengthened this result.

Theorem 8.9. For r > 0, there exists aCr open and dense subsetA in the
space of strictly positiveCr (roof) functions such that for everyH ∈ A the
suspension flowTt with the roof functionH is stably mixing. Ifr ≥ 2 then
A is open in theC2 topology andC∞ roof functions areC [r] dense inA.

8.2.3. Group extensions over Anosov diffeomorphisms.if Fϕ : M × G →
M ×G is a group extension then for every neighborhoodU ⊂ Cq(M,G) of
the functionϕ there exists a functionψ ∈ U such that the diffeomorphism
Fψ is stably ergodic.

Burns and Wilkinson obtained a complete characterization of stable er-
godicity for group extensions over volume-preserving Anosov diffeomor-
phisms. Namely, we say that the maph : M×Y →M×Y of classCq+α is
analgebraic factorof theCq+α group extensionFϕ if Y = H\G, whereH
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is a closed subgroup ofG, and there exists aCq+α functionΦ: M → G/H
for which the following diagram is commutative

M ×G
Fϕ−−−→ M ×G

πΦ

y
yπΦ

M ×H\G h−−−→ M ×H\G
whereπΦ(x, g) = (x,Φ(x)−1g) (and Φ(x)−1 = {g−1|g ∈ Φ(x)} is an
element ofH\G).

Theorem 8.10.Let f : M → M be aCq+α volume-preserving Anosov dif-
feomorphism of an infranilmanifold,G a compact, connected Lie group and
ϕ : M → G a Cq+α map. If the group extensionFϕ is not stably ergodic
then it has an algebraic factorh : M ×H\G → M ×H\G, where one of
the following holds:

(1) H 6= G, andh is the product off with IdH\G;
(2) h is normal,H\G is a circle, andh is the product off with a rota-

tion;
(3) h is normal,H\G is a d-torus, andh = fψ whereψ is homotopic

to a constant and mapsM into a coset of a lower dimensional Lie
subgroup of thed-torus.

If Fϕ has an algebraic factor of type (1), it is not ergodic; ifFϕ has an
algebraic factor of type (2) but none of type (1) then it is ergodic, but not
weakly mixing; otherwiseFϕ is Bernoulli. In addition,Fϕ is stably ergodic
if and only if it is stably ergodic within skew products.

Applying this result to the case when the groupG is semisimple, one can
show thatFϕ is stably ergodic if and only if it is ergodic.

Field, Melbourne and Török [47] studied stable ergodicity of group exten-
sions over hyperbolic sets and generalized earlier resultsin [6, 48, 69, 89].
Let f be aC2 diffeomorphism of a compact smooth manifoldM possess-
ing a locally maximal hyperbolic setΛ which is not a periodic orbit. Let
µ be the unique equilibrium measure onΛ corresponding to a Hölder con-
tinuous potential (sof |Λ is ergodic with respect toµ). Consider a compact
connected Lie groupG with the Haar measurem.

Theorem 8.11.For r > 0 there exists aCr open and dense subsetA ⊂
Cr(M,G) such that for everyϕ ∈ A the group extensionFϕ is ergodic with
respect to the measureν = µ×m. If f |Λ is topologically mixing thenFϕ is
mixing with respect toν.

In other words, iff |Λ is topologically transitive (respectively, topolog-
ically mixing) then the stably ergodic (respectively stably mixing) group
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extensions form an open and dense set in the space ofCr group extensions
for anyr > 0.

8.2.4. Time-t maps of Anosov flows.If the stable and unstable foliations of
an Anosov flow are not jointly integrable then the time-t map fort 6= 0 is
stably ergodic.

Theorem 7.16provides a strong dichotomy between joint integrability of
the strong foliations and (stable) accessibility. The paper in which this the-
orem is proved also produces a clean dichotomy between jointintegrability
and (stable) ergodicity:

Theorem 8.12(Burns, Pugh, Wilkinson [35]). The time-one map of a volume-
preserving Anosov flow is stably ergodic unless the strong stable and strong
unstable foliations for the flow are jointly integrable.

The proof follows the line of argument in [45] and uses the crucial fact
that the holonomy maps are not just continuous but indeed Hölder continu-
ous with the Hölder exponent close to1 (see [80]) so that these maps do not
distort juliennes too much.

In the special case of flows on 3-manifolds one can strengthenthis result
and show thatthe time-one map is stably ergodic if and only if the flow is
not a suspension flow over an Anosov diffeomorphism with a constant roof
function. In particular,the time-one map of a volume-preserving topologi-
cally mixingC2 Anosov flow is stably ergodic. As a corollary one has that
the time-one map of geodesic flows on a closed negatively curved Riemann-
ian surface is stably ergodic (this result was earlier obtained by Wilkinson
[90]).

8.2.5. Frame flows.There are also several cases in which the frame flow
and its time-t maps are known to be ergodic [34]:

Theorem 8.13. Let Φt be the frame flow on ann-dimensional compact
smooth Riemannian manifold with sectional curvatures between−Λ2 and
−λ2. Then in each of the following cases the flow is ergodic, K ([62, Sec-
tions 3.6k, 3.7j], [5, Section 4.3]), and even Bernoulli ([5, Sections 6–7]),
and the time-one map of the frame flow is stably ergodic and stably K:

(1) if the curvature is constant (Brin,[23]);
(2) for a set of metrics of negative curvature which is open and dense in

theC3 topology (Brin,[23]);
(3) if n is odd andn 6= 7 (Brin and Gromov,[28]);
(4) if n is even,n 6= 8, andλ/Λ > 0.93 (Brin and Karcher,[29])
(5) if n = 7 andλ/Λ > 0.99023 . . . (Burns and Pollicott,[34]);
(6) if n = 8 andλ/Λ > 0.99023 . . . (Burns and Pollicott,[34]).
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Ergodicity of the frame flow was proved by the authors cited ineach case;
[34] pointed out the K and Bernoulli property and used [37, Corollary 1.2]
(which relies on [30]) to deduce those of the time-1-maps across all cases.

8.3. Ergodicity and stable ergodicity for toral automorphisms. Theorem 8.13
has as a particular consequence that the time-one map of the frame flow of
a manifold with negative curvature is stably ergodic in all cases where it
is known to be ergodic. At the end of [56] Hirsch, Pugh and Shub posed
a question that might be interpreted as asking whether everyergodic auto-
morphism of then-torus is stably ergodic. In this context ergodicity is easily
characterized by the property that the automorphism has no eigenvalue that
is a root of unity [50].

The dissertation of Rodriguez Hertz [53] answers the question in the af-
firmative for dimension up to 5:

Theorem 8.14(Rodriguez Hertz [53]). Every ergodic linear automorphism
of a torus of dimension up to 5 is stably ergodic. (But for dimension 4 only
with respect toC22-perturbations.)

This result arises, in fact, as a consequence of rather more general ones.

Definition 8.15. An automorphism ofTn none of whose eigenvalues is a
root of the unity and whose characteristic polynomial is irreducible over the
integers and not a polynomial inti for any i ≥ 2 is said to be a pseudo-
Anosov automorphism.

Theorem 8.16(Rodriguez Hertz [53]). If n ≥ 6 then any pseudo-Anosov
automorphism ofTn with dimEc = 2 is stably ergodic with respect to the
C5-topology, and ifn = 4 then any pseudo-Anosov automorphism ofTn is
stably ergodic with respect to theC22-topology.

Rodriguez Hertz derivesTheorem 8.14from Theorem 8.16by showing
that ergodic automorphisms ofT4 are either Anosov or pseudo-Anosov and
ergodic automorphisms ofT5 are Anosov (and hence clearly stably ergodic).
In fact, the odd-dimensional case is much simplified by his observation that
if n is odd andA ∈ SL(n,Z) has irreducible characteristic polynomial then
A is Anosov. The remaining substance of the work therefore lies in the cases
n = 4 andn ≥ 6, in each of which Rodriguez Hertz studies a dichotomy
concerning accessibility. He considers the accessibilityclasses (lifted to the
universal cover) for such a perturbation and shows that these are either all
trivial (they intersect each stable leaf in a point) or else must all be equal
to Rn [53, Theorem 5.1]. The latter implies accessibility, and in theformer
case an application of KAM-theory (or, forn = 4, a separate theorem of
Moser) then establishes smooth conjugacy of the foliationsto those of the
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linear system, which yields essential accessibility. Rodriguez Hertz can then
applyTheorem 8.3in either case.

His result prompted Pugh and Shub to make their earlier question more
explicit in the following form:

Problem ([79]). Is every ergodic toral automorphism stably ergodic in the
Cr-topology for somer?

9. PARTIALLY HYPERBOLIC ATTRACTORS

A partially hyperbolic setΛ for a diffeomorphismf of a compact mani-
fold M is called apartially hyperbolic attractorif there is a neighborhood
U of Λ such thatf(U) ⊂ U and

Λ =
⋂

n∈Z

fn(U).

An important property of a partially hyperbolic attractor is as follows.

Theorem 9.1.W u(x) ⊂ Λ for everyx ∈ Λ.

Any diffeomorphismg sufficiently close tof possesses a partially hyper-
bolic attractor which lies in a small neighborhood ofΛ.

An invariant Borel probability measureµ on Λ is said to be au-measure
if the conditional measuresµu(x) generated byµ on local unstable leaves
V u(x) are absolutely continuous with respect to the Riemannian volume on
V u(x).

Consider a smooth measureν on U with the density functionψ with
respect to the Riemannian volumem, i.e.,

suppψ ⊂ U,

∫

U

ψ dm = 1.

The sequence of measures

νn =
1

n

n−1∑

i=0

f i∗ν

is the evolution of the measureν under the systemf . Even if the sequence
νn does not converge, any limit measureµ is supported onΛ.

Theorem 9.2 (Pesin, Sinai, [73]). Any limit measure of the sequence of
measuresνn is anf -invariantu-measure onΛ.

We describe another approach for constructingu-measures onΛ. For
x ∈ Λ andy ∈ V u(x) consider the function

κ(x, y) =

n−1∏

i=0

J(df � Eu(f i(y)))

J(df � Eu(f i(x)))
.
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Define the probability measurẽmn onVn(x) = fn(V u(x)) by

dm̃n(y) = cnκ(f
n(x), y)dmVn(x), for y ∈ Vn(x),

wherecn is normalizing factor andmVn(x) is the Riemannian volume on
Vn(x) induced by the Riemannian metric. We define the Borel measuremn

onΛ by

mn(A) = m̃n(A ∩ Vn(x)),
whenA ⊂ Λ is a Borel set. One can show thatmn(A) = m0(f

−n(A)).

Theorem 9.3 (Pesin, Sinai, [73]). Any limit measure of the sequence of
measuresmn is anf -invariantu-measure onΛ.

While Theorem 9.2describesu-measures as a result of the evolution
of an absolutely continuous measure in a neighborhood of theattractor,
Theorem 9.3determinesu-measures as limit measures for the evolution of
an absolutely continuous measure supported on a local unstable manifold.
One can deduceTheorem 9.2from Theorem 9.3and the proof of the latter,
presented in [73], exploits a method which allows one to avoid the use of
Markov partitions – the classical tool to prove existence ofSRB-measures
for hyperbolic attractor (in general, a partially hyperbolic attractor does not
have any Markov partition).

Assume now that the unstable distributionEu splits into the sum of two
invariant subdistributionsEu = E1 ⊕ E2 with E1 expanding more rapidly
thanE2. One can viewf as a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism withE1

as the new unstable distribution (andE2⊕Ec as the new center distribution)
and constructu-measures, associated with this distribution, according to
Theorem 9.3.

Theorem 9.4. Anyu-measure associated with the distributionEu is a u-
measure associated with the distributionE1.

The proof of this theorem can be easily obtained from the factthat the
leaves of theW1(y) depend smoothly ony ∈W u(x), seeTheorem 3.3.

If Λ is a hyperbolic attractor andf � Λ is topologically transitive then
there exists a uniqueu-measure. This may not be true for a general partially
hyperbolic attractor and some additional strong conditions are necessary to
guarantee uniqueness.

Let us denote byχ(x, v) the Lyapunov exponent at the pointx ∈ Λ and
the vectorv ∈ TxM .

Let ν be an invariant Borel probability measure onΛ. We say thatΛ has
negative central exponentswith respect toν if there exists a setA ⊂ Λ of
positive measure such thatχ(x, v) < 0 for everyx ∈ A andv ∈ Ec(x).
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Theorem 9.5(Burns, Dolgopyat and Pesin, [32]). If ν is au-measure with
negative central exponents then every ergodic component off � A of posi-
tive measure is open(mod 0).

Using this result one can provide conditions which guarantee uniqueness
or at most finite number ofu-measures.

Theorem 9.6(Burns, Dolgopyat and Pesin, [32]). Assume that there exists
a u-measureν with negative central exponents. Assume, in addition, that
for almost everyx ∈ Λ the trajectory{fn(x)} is everywhere dense inΛ.
Thenf � Λ is ergodic with respect toν.

One can show that if for everyx ∈ Λ the global strongly unstable mani-
fold W u(x) is dense then almost every orbit is dense. Moreover, under this
assumption there is a uniqueu-measure which is also an SRB-measure for
f .

Theorem 9.7(Bonatti and Viana [20]). Let f be aC2 diffeomorphism pos-
sessing a partially hyperbolic attractorΛ. Assume that for everyx ∈ Λ
and every diskDu(x) ⊂ W u(x) centered atx, we have thatχ(y, v) < 0
for a positive Lebesgue measure subset of pointsy ∈ Du and every vector
v ∈ Ec(y). Thenf has at most finitely manyu-measures.

Theorem 9.8(Alves, Bonatti and Viana [8]). Assume thatf is nonuniformly
expanding along the center-unstable direction, i.e.,

(9.1) lim sup
n→∞

1

n

n∑

j=1

log ‖df−1 � Ecu
fj(x)‖ < 0

for all x in a positive Lebesgue measure setA ⊂M . Thenf has an ergodic
SRB-measure supported in

⋂∞
j=0 f

j(M). Moreover, if the limit in(9.1) is
bounded away from zero thenA is contained(mod 0) in the union of the
basins of finitely many SRB-measures.

Let Λ = Λf be a partially hyperbolic attractor forf . It is well-known that
anyC1 diffeomorphismg which is sufficiently close tof in theC1 topology
possesses a partially hyperbolic attractorΛg which lies in a small neigh-
borhood ofΛf . The following statement shows thatu-measures depend
continuously on the perturbation.

Theorem 9.9 (Dolgopyat, [41]). Let fn be a sequence ofC2 diffeomor-
phisms converging to a diffeomorphismf in theC2 topology. Let alsoνn be
a u-measure forfn. Assume that the sequence of measuresνn converges in
the weak topology to a measureν. Thenν is au-measure forf .

The following statement describes a version of stable ergodicity for par-
tially hyperbolic attractors.
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Theorem 9.10. Assume that there exist au-measureν = νf for f with
negative central exponents. Assume also that for everyx ∈ Λf the global
strongly unstable manifoldW u(x) is dense inΛf . Then anyC2 diffeomor-
phismg which is sufficiently close tof also has negative central exponents
on a set that has positive measure with respect to au-measureνg; this mea-
sure is the only SRB measure forg and g � Λg is ergodic with respect to
νg.

The following statement provides conditions which guarantee uniqueness
of u-measures.

Theorem 9.11(Bonatti and Viana [20]). Let f be aC2 diffeomorphism
possessing a partially hyperbolic attractorΛ. Assume that

(1) there existx ∈ Λ and a diskDu(x) ⊂ W u(x) centered atx for
whichχ(y, v) < 0 for a positive Lebesgue measure subset of points
y ∈ Du and every vectorv ∈ Ec(y);

(2) every leaf of the foliationW u is dense inΛ.

Thenf has a uniqueu-measure and it is ergodic. The support of this mea-
sure coincides withΛ.

The measureν in this theorem is a Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) measure
(for the definition and some relevant results on SRB-measures see [1, Sec-
tion 14]).
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